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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
On the 28th day of April 1969 French men and women
awakened to the reality that they had defeated the govern-
ment referendum and that General Charles de Gaulle* their
national savior for ten years and ten months* had resigned.
In all probability a majority of them wondered if there
would be a Sixth Republic. For Frenchmen* and their
leaders* accustomed to changing sides in the political
landscape* governmental inconsistency had become a way of
life. They had long regarded the constitution as a scrap
of paper which could be easily changed or forgotten in a
time of crisis.
Nineteen Premiers in 12 years had convinced the
French that a period of political upheaval naturally
followed the resignation of a Premier or a President. A
government crisis of huge proportions would probably follow
the unexpected resignation of General de Gaulle. Time and
time again he had warned the Republic that they must put
their faith in him or risk "complete chaos. " It was clear
to France that on numerous occasions he alone had acted to
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In 1958 French political instability had reached an
all time low. Premiers* entire governments and important
political positions changed with an alarming rapidity. It
seemed that for all of France there was only one way to
turn. General de Gaulle was a leader who had twice before
shored up the defenses of French patriotism and succeeded
in restoring French importance in international politics.
In 1956 he returned to power as the first President of the
newly consecrated Fifth Republic.
During his ten years de Gaulle "ruled over France
in as rare an identification of ruler and ruled as modern
history shows. M France had grown accustomed to basking in
the warm glow of self-congratulation during the 1960 's. As
the President of the Fifth Republic de Gaulle was its
central political figure* He* and not the Prime Minister*
was the policy maker. De Gaulle created this position of
strength and he was aided by a strong national preference
for Gaullist party deputies who were able to prevent
conflicts from arising in the national Assembly* These
conflicts* non-existent in the Fifth Republic* often
resulted in the resignation of entire governments in the
Fourth Republic* Strangely* the Constitution of the Fifth
Republic kept the provision that a motion of censure could
be voted against the President* and the President could
dissolve the National Assembly and call for new elections.
If these elections gave a majority to an opposition party*
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3it would appear to be a loss of faith in the President and
his Prime Minister and would make it difficult for him to
stay in power.
This situation never occurred when de Gaulle was
President* but the possibility that it might in future
governments must have been in the back of the minds of
every Frenchman as the importance of the General's resig-
nation began to take effect. The 1969 French presidential
election would, in a large measure, determine the stability
of the Fifth Republic for de Gaulle was a unique figure,
and he had governed France through the use of national
referenda and his own interpretation of the Constitution,
Of course the election was important to the French
and it was* though not in the same degree* important to
other countries* the United States among them. To the
press* in its collective sense* fell the task of accur-
ately reporting all of the intricacies as well as the
important issues of the 1969 French political election.
Two questions arise. First* how important was the
election to the United States? Second* why should the
American press, and particularly the ten newspapers in this
study* spend the time* money and effort to report it?
Getting accurate and adequate coverage of news events in
far places is difficult and complicated. Our nation's
political strength and security depend on sound public








4cannot occur without the daily contribution of the press.
We live in a free society that emphasises the
public will in the formation of government policy. In the
strictest sense* the will of the people is the foundation
of our political structure. Full information is one of the
essential tools for a continuing successful democracy. The
press has the primary responsibility to tell us what is
happening in the world and what people do# feel* say and
think about. We are all directly involved in the unique
democratic system of responsible government. The impor-
tance of *hich will be discussed in the next section of
this chapter. It would seem to be that the prerequisite
for participation in this system is a certain amount of
understanding of important international events « at least
as they affect the United States. It is important that the
average citizen receive the kind and amount of information
he needs to function wisely as a responsible citizen in our
democratic process.
Though the need for an informed populace is self*
evident it is also obvious that not all people will make
good use of the knowledge acquired through the press and
other media. It is probably too much to hope for that the
press* by accurate coverage of world events* can manufacture
a public of eager students of international affairs.
Americans will always differ widely in the manner and




Nevertheless increase© awareness of international
events is essential in the creation of an informed public
and on this score the press has a definite responsibility.
We cannot have sound public understanding of international
events without the daily contribution of the press. The
press has the responsibility to report the international
scene accurately* fairly and comprehensively. This is the
only type of press that can strengthen public knowledge and
involvement.
Purpose and Scopa of Study
Proceeding under the premise that it is the duty
and responsibility of the press to accurately report
foreign affairs* it is the purpose of this study to deter-
mine the nature and scope of the coverage given the 1969
French presidential campaign and election by a selected
sample of ten prestige newspapers during the period from
April 28* the day of de Gaulle's resignation* to June 18*
three days following the runoff election. Examination and
analysis will show how much and what kind of news was given
to the American public on this important international news
event by these particular papers which are acknowledged*
influential leaders in the press.
The study was organized around several primary
areas of investigation. They ares (1) Were the readers of
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amount of campaign and election issues and events? (2)
Did the papers exhibit significant dimensions of agreement
in amount of coverage? (3) Did the press cover the main
developments and key issues? (4) Did the press concentrate
on the candidates or on the issues? (5) Were the news
stories devoted to straight news and interpretative
commentary of events or were they concerned with statements
of value or advocacy toward particular candidates?
Quantitative and qualitative methods were used in
the analysis of the following hypotheses which form the
basis of the study. The methodology will be explained
later in this chapter following a discussion of the
significance of the present study.
X. examination will show the sample of ten
prestige newspapers furnish measurable differences among
themselves in the length and number of items and degree of
coverage of issues and developments.
IX. All of the papers will be found to focus on
the candidates and their progress rather than on the issues
and developments.
XXX. Examination will indicate that coverage*
although centered on candidates . will be concerned primar-
ily with straight news or interpretative accounts of events
and not exhibit statements of advocacy toward candidates or
issues.
These hypotheses will be tested by quantitative
qualitative methods to determine (a) volume* (b) focus.
mmiutwmm so nw&a* ju





7(c) comprehensiveness, (d) interpretation, and (f) objec-
tivity.
The remainder of this chapter will include a
description of the methodology to be used in the examina-
tion, a discussion of the significance of the study and of
related studies and a description of the sources which will
be used in the examination* Chapter II will include a
discussion of the importance of the election and a descrip-
tion of the French political system*
Chapters III* IV and V will be concerned with an
explanation and analysis of the hypotheses* The final
chapter will summarise the results* offer final conclusions
and suggest further research topics in this area.
Jlg^LHsWsl
We must* as a people* become more fully informed so
that our judgements in vital international issues are
sound. We must have sufficient knowledge of events and
trends to appraise situations accurately, to support
constructive programs* and to reject mere appeals to
•notion* prejudice or unreason of any sort. If the
masses are wrong in their apprehension of international
problems* then the government* sensitive to the moods
of the people* will almost certainly act wrongly too. 2
-Arthur Hayes Sulzberger
1956
Even a casual reader of the press gains a sense of
the Importance of foreign affairs and specific inter-
national occurrences. However* the growing complexity and
subtlety of these issues in the past decade has made it
increasingly difficult to keep abreast of rapidly changing
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the American public is woefully ill-informed about details
3
of international politics and political institutions.
This lack of knewledqe would seen to be particu-
larly significant in a free society Which emphasises the
public will in the formation of government policy* It is
evident that* for the forseeable future* the will of the
people will remain the foundation of our political struc-
ture* Arthur Hayes Sulzberger has pointed out that if the
people* regardless of how active they may be in individual
situations* "are wrong in their apprehension of inter-
national problems* then the government* sensitive to the
moods of the people* will almost certainly act wrongly
too.-4
Mr. Sulzberger has emphasised that* "There is no
denying the perils that confront us if the electorate is
5ignorant* apathetic or seIf-complacent
*
M
Given the importance of radio and television* it is
impossible to have sound public interest and understanding
of international events without the daily contribution of
the press* Actually the press is better equipped to
present full accounts of foreign affairs than either radio
or television.
Pamela Cheatham noted that "better suited or not*
it is too often evident that the press does not find it
easy to fulfill the potential as an informer of public















9Wilbur Schramm is one of many noted communication
researchers who has expressed concern over "whether or not
we are receiving the kind and amount of information we need
in order to function wisely as citizens in this complex and
7difficult age." This growing concern places a distinct
burden upon the newspaper* The press must not only report
a crisis that has world-wide significance* it must also
report the never-ending flow of events that precede and
follow such a crisis. If the press does not accept this
responsibility the reader will not know what has gone on
before or what may follow after.
It is not an over-dramatisation of the subject to
say thatt "The safety of the United States depends on
accurate on-the-spot news coverage of events* particularly
political events in every nation of the world. It is
becoming quite evident that America's system of government




Researchers in the field of international communi-
cation seem to agree that too many significant international
events are too often ignored because individuals responsible
for their inclusion in the press have failed to recognise
their importance for a well rounded understanding of world
affairs.
"Getting no news* or news reported hurriedly and
without research* without an understanding of contending
f>-.m ban bftj. '• tm









factors, without the appropriate language skills, and
without perspective on the area's culture is risky indeed
for a country which intends to continue a system in which
9the public shares in decision making.
"
Thus the press has a dual responsibility in the
reporting of foreign affairs* First, it must present
fully, accurately and in proper balance all of the facts of
foreign affairs. However, the bare facts are often complex
and many sided. Thus it is necessary to give readers
expert interpretation of the event. This is often a
difficult task.
It appears that too often full information on
significant international events is not being supplied to
the American people. "The American citizen's need to know
is greater than ever before; and the means of gratifying
that need, much as they have improved, have not everywhere
kept pace with this accelerated requirement."
The percentage of "know-nothings'* or "unenlightened"
will increase unless American citizens become better
informed about important international events. Zt is
certain that the American public will continue to turn to
the newspaper for detailed information, will quote it and
use it as a guide or a substantial authority when one is
needed. The newspaper will continue to be a medium of
prise importance in providing the public with foreign news.





recurring problems in news gathering* selection and
presentation.
There are many related difficulties and countless
excuses as to why international news coverage is often
deficient* We seem to be caught in a vicious circle*
Newspapers do not emphasise foreign affairs because the
people are not interested* and the people are not interested
because they do not find much foreign news in the papers*
Still* in the face of all the obstacles and excuses, what
is desired is a press that presents a balanced impression
and offers sufficient detailed information on foreign
affairs* "The press must print more foreign news in a more
readable form so that the public will become better
informed* If it is not well informed, it will not demand
11
to be made more so***
The 1969 French presidential campaign and election
provides a fitting test of the coverage of the selected
sample of prestige papers of an important international
event*
French and American diplomatic relations had been
severely weakened under de Gaulle. "Americans felt
slighted when he pulled out of NATO but remained a part of
the treaty continuing under the umbrella of American
12
nuclear might* * Impressions of Gaullism. and France.
were equated with the rejection of the Test Ban Treaty*
stubborn resistance in the face of numerous monetary crises
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and flagrant violation of free world unity and strength by
military withdrawal from NATO. Thus the issues of the
campaign—foreign policy, international fiscal stability
and nuclear disarmament—were matters of importance to both
countries in their political, military and economic
relations.
This is not to say that the American press should
cover the election merely as an educational venture in
foreign news presentation. Though the results of the cam-
paign might not directly affect the average American* they
would be important for the United States for they would
indicate what type of cooperation could be expected from
France in the future. The campaign to choose de Gaulle's
successor could be expected to generate a substantial amount
of news coverage.
The primary issues in the campaign had previously
been created and forced on the French public by one man.
De Gaulle was a modern French leader imbued with two
divergent ideologies. He believed in modernizing the
French economy and outmoded social structure, yet, at the
same time, he could not escape the feeling that France had
a mission. She had been in the past, and she must continue
to be, a nation of grandeur. For de Gaulle it was not
enough that Frenchmen recognizee this need for grandeur.
The world also had to accept this renewed French vigor and
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television in Bovember* 1967 i "France's world position
today has not been matched for generations. Today we enjoy
an authority and a consideration we have rarely had in the
13past." Yet to achieve this self-imposed revitalisation
de Gaulle resorted to the use of the national referendum
eight times during his presidency. These referenda often
embodied complex issues* created by de Gaulle* which were
disguised in such a way that the nation believed it was
approving or disapproving of the General's personal
leadership.
The French* however* had grown tired of this system
of government. In a way de Gaulle's success in creating a
new French pride led to his own downfall. In April* 1969*
when it came down to the Irrevocable "oui" or "nan" the
nation decided they had had enough. Fifty-two p^t cent of
the electorate voted against the referendum* and because
de Gaulle insisted he would resign if the referendum was
not passed by a majority* they also voted against the
General himself.
Alain Poher* President of the Senate* became the
Interim President of the Republic. It was somewhat ironic
that one of the major provisions in the referendum was a
constitutional amendment which would make the Prims
Minister and not the Senate President the interim President
of the nation.
Georges Pompidou* de Gaulle's former Prime Minister
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and the man who was primarily responsible for resolving the
May-June, 1968, student/worker crisis, declared his
candidacy on April 30 and swiftly received Gaullist backing.
As the campaign progressed seven candidates entered the
race to become de Gaulle *s successor. However, the
campaign was primarily a two-man race between Foher and
Pompidou*
This study will focus on the coverage by the
selected sample of ten prestige newspapers, which "though
not typical of the entire American press, their performance
is something of a gauge of the performance of the press as
a whole because they represent the o&ut in American
14journalism*" All of these papers have experienced finan-
cial success and in addition to having extensive general
circulation and readership are read by public officials,
journalists, scholars and business leaders. "What these
papers do in election coverage is significant because of
both their influence on other newspapers and their influ-
15
enoe on the public.
"
These particular papers were rated by the country's
editors and publishers as "superior in news coverage and
integrity" and thus could be expected to present a compre-
hensive account of the election.
A French political campaign, however, can be some-
what difficult to understand. Many Americans believe the















institutions are administered by a myriad of easy-going*
pseudo politicians who have no definite party or platform.
This, of course* is an unfair appraisal* Zt must be
remembered that in France the strength of the Communist
Party presents a challenge which confronts none of the
other traditional democracies such as the United States*
In fact* the Communist voters* and their candidate Jacques
Duclos* played a very significant part in the 1969 election.
Zn the face of the Communist challenge the French have
preserved their sense of proportion* The democratic
decencies survive i freedom of speech* of assembly and of
organizationi impartial judicial treatment* even for those
whom most Frenchmen regard as public enemies i and fair
elections. A
For Americans* accustomed to a two-party political
system* the French counterpart* composed of numerous
parties and ideologies* can be difficult to understand. A
French presidential campaign then* though it may be impor-
tant and interesting* may also generate confusion for the
average reader* Zt would appear to be the responsibility
of the sample papers to provide comprehensive factual
coverage with background and interpretation of the campaign
and its issues and candidates. The manner in which this
responsibility was met in 1969 is the subject of this
study.
:I -,.< 3 I




Several studies which have examined international
news coverage have focused on the effect of a single event
on public opinion. There have been numerous analyses
conducted on the American press and campaign coverage.
Many of these have utilised frequency counts of specific
types of symbols and expressions to determine the degree of
bias. This type of analysis is not relevant to this study
because the coverage is presumably intended to furnish
information on the Prench political scone* as reflected in
specific campaign and election events and developments* and
is not directed at voters.
Professor John Mctfelly has described the coverage
of the 1956 United States presidential election by the
17British press in an unpublished master's thesis. Ms
concluded that the quality national newspapers furnished
far more comprehensive coverage of the campaign than did
the popular papers.
Hermenegildo Angeles Asarcon examined the 1953
Philippine election by ten prestige newspapers in a 1963
master's thesis and concluded that the papers studied, with
one exception—the Hllwaufrrts JfiUjaiaJL--provided "fairly
18
adequate coverage of the election."
The standards established by Guido H. Stempel in
selecting the prestige papers for his numerous studies of
American presidential campaign coverage were used in this
-i , 7 t .. 2 ,5%.
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Several studies were extremely helpful in providing
background on newspaper content analysis of political
campaigns and were used in establishing the methodology for
this study,
Wayne & Danielson's and John B. £dams* "Complete-
20
ness of Press Coverage of the I960 Campaign " was partic-
ularly helpful in constructing the three hypotheses because
their study was primarily concerned with "completeness" of
campaign coverage as reflected in the proportion of
campaign events covered* and not a study of press bias.
Danielson and Mams utilized a list of significant events
to measure the degree of completeness. This study also
described the relationship between the number of events
covered and the use of news or wire services,
"ft Method For Analysing Campaign Coverage." by
Granville Price was also useful in establishing the
Methodology for this study because it too analyzed campaign
coverage by examining the reporting or non-reporting of
significant events. Other studies* such as those by
Margaret *• Breen. "Ten Leading Newspapers Rated For Cover-
age of 1967 Detroit Riots"; 22 J. ?. Hart. "Election
Campaign Coverage In English and United States Daily Hews-
23papers"? and "Press Coverage of The Havana Conference" by
24James 8, Xipp, although they dealt with more specific














•pace and placement measurement* were also useful in
providing general background on press coverage of important
events*
Several other studies, though not directly related
to the methodology used here* were examined to obtain a
feeling for general research procedures and trends in the
analysis of political campaign coverage. They are listed
in the bibliography.
sttflMi
In order to obtain the quantitative data used in
the examination of the three hypotheses all items
published in the sample newspapers from April 26, the day
of da Gaulle's resignation* to June 19, three days follow-
ing the runoff election, were studied. This Involved a
column-by-column scrutiny of all papers for any mention of
the campaign and election. Data on all campaign and
election news items, news photos, editorials, editorial
columns, drawings and cartoons were recorded on a coding
sheet.
In addition to finding out how much news was given
the readers of the sample papers, a descriptive analysis of
the news content was undertaken to determine the quality of
the election reporting.
MYpoth^aig I . Sxaaination will show the sample of
ten prestige newspapers furnish measurable differences
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dogrea of coverage of issues and developments.
The following criteria were used in measuring
volume and comprehensiveness! (a) number of column inches*
(b) number of news items* (c) number of election issues*
and (d) number of main developments covered*
A news item included any story* photograph* editor-
ial or cartoon that was relevant* regardless of length.
A list of four key election issues was taken from
an article by Don Cook in the *pril 29 edition of the
latfiioVaUanfll UaXJXiA Xzibuaa* A thorough examination of
the international gfrfajri, tribune, and la &Q&d£. for the
eight-week period under study revealed three additional
25issues* Examination indicated the amount and type of
coverage devoted to each of these key issues by each
prestige newspaper.
Twenty-two major campaign developments were
selected from the articles on the election in the Trlbpnjt
and j^a £&&£&• The degree of coverage of these main
developments was also examined*
These four methods of measuring comprehensiveness
were utilized in order to present a more balanced analysis
than would have been possible with the use of just one of
them. ? check of volume might not indicate coverage of
important news events or issues. In addition* mere mention
of an issue or development without sufficient explanation
would not signify adequate coverage. True comprehensive










coverage by a newspaper was characterised aa that which
presented a substantial amount of information on all of the
key issues and main developments*
Hypoi-H^aim ii, All of the papers will be found to
focus on the candidates and their progress rather than on
the issues and developments.
Examination of this hypothesis determined whether
the coverage focused on the candidates or on the issues.
Since many items contained news on the candidates as well
as the issues of the campaign* the hypothesis was tested by
examining the individual paragraphs within the item to
determine the focus of the entire item*
Bach paragraph was examined to ascertain whether
its emphasis was on the candidates or the issues and
developments* The direction of reporting was coded for
each paragraph within each item*
After ascertaining the focus of the individual
stories the number of stories and number of paragraphs were
totaled for each newspaper* Examination included a
comparison of the total number of paragraphs in each cate-
gory » and concentrated on the proportion of stories within
each paper that related to issues and developments in
comparison with stories on candidates and their progress*
A paragraph that contained information on campaign
and election issues, though it may have mentioned the
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paragraph did not focus on the issues and appeared to
emphasize the candidates alone it was coded as a candidate
paragraph. Paragraphs which were coded for candidates
included both favorable and unfavorable statements about
them. Those paragraphs which could not be coded in either
category were coded as background.
Hypottmaia ill. Examination will indicate that
coverage* although centered on candidates* will be con-
cerned primarily with straight news* interpretative
accounts of events* and value statements and not exhibit
statements of advocacy toward candidates or issues.
All of the stories were examined to determine
whether the coverage was primarily straight news and
interpretative commentary of issues and events or included
statements of advocacy toward specific candidates or
issues.
This hypothesis was also tested by analysing each
paragraph within the item, iiach paragraph was coded as a
single unit to determine its primary emphasis. Straight
news was defined as news which happens* or continues to
happen* within the time cycle of the publication. It may
also be new information about something that happened
before. Background or interpretative commentary differed
from straight news only in the time factor.
An interpretative* straight news* and value para-











advocacy. The entire paragraph was coded as an advocacy
paragraph if it contained one or more statements of
advocacy toward a particular candidate or issue.
The direction of the entire item depended on the
emphasis of the paragraphs within the item.
Reliability
A reliability test was conducted with an independent
coder to determine the extent of agreement with the author.
A description of the test and the results are included in
Chapter VI.
The International flerj&USL Xxibune. and La j*on£& were
used as background material on the campaign and election.
Information from the two papers was also used in the
establishment of key issues and main developments used in
the examination of the first hypothesis. The primary
sources studied were the ten prestige newspapers from
26April 28 to June 19, 1969. a period of eight weeks.
The papers aret (1) the Haw. York Timfflll* (2)
fit. lanisL East Dlasafcch, O) Christian Science Hanitar,
(4) Milwaukee Journal* (5) Washington £<%*&, (6) Louisville
Courier-Journal, (7) Chicago Tribune, (8) Atlanta
Constitution, (9) Mall &tra&t Journal, and Q0) ho& Anqalaa
XiafiA. The sample papers conveniently cover all of the
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daily circulation of 5,997,100 and a Sunday circulation of
5, 379, 189. 27
Two of the papers, the Christian Sciaocfc Maaoitar
and Kail SJtxaat Joux&al, do not have a Sunday edition. All
of the papers are morning papers except the &t. LQiii& Po«fr -
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FRANCE. BACKGROUND AMD MOOD OP THE RATION AT THE
TINE OP DE GAULLE* 8 RESIGNATION
We have begun to reconstruct the Republic* You will
continue the job. No matter how you do it * I think I
can tell you in good conscience ... that if you fail
to take into account the lessons of the last fifty
years of our political history • • • if you fail to
take into account the absolute necessity of authority*
dignity and responsibility for the Government, you will
go toward a situation where one day—I predict it—you
will bitterly regret the course you will have taken.
-General de Gaulle
December 31 • 1945
Do you think the nation can go from one crisis to
another without being led by a strong* disinterested
and stable government? Yesterday* I warned you.
Today* I tell you again* We need a regime in which the
state has leadership and to which the people have given
the mandate and the means to impose the national
interest* no matter what happens*
-General de Gaulle
September 7* 1947
This* then* Prenchmen and Frenchwomen* is what inspires
the Constitution which on September 23 will be sub-
mitted for your approval. With all my heart* in the
name of Prance* I ask you to reply "yes**1 If you do
not* we will return that very day* to the troubles you
have known* If you approve the result will be to make
the Republic strong and effective*
-General de Gaulle
September 4* 1958
I am ceasing to exercise the function of President*
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These four quotes are important because they are
symbolic of the proud , sensitive and suspicious Trance that
existed under the Fourth and Fifth Republics* The entire
period can be justly called the Oaullist era. Even though
General de Gaulle was not always the actual head of the
government he had warned the nation against the acceptance
of the Constitution of the Fourth Republic, and the
troubles that were sure to follow; and he created the
Constitution of the Fifth Republic. He, more than any
other French political leader, was able to see the state of
the country as it changed from year to year and often from
crisis to crisis*
With complete confidence in himself, and unfailing
insight into the ways of his countrymen, he could "predict"
their growing sense of irresponsibility in 1945} "tell then
again** in 1947; and "ask" them to approve the 1958 consti-
tution, saying that if they did not they would "return" to
the troubles they had known. Finally, with a still keen
sense of awareness of his own power he resigned, realising
that France no longer needed his leadership.
Zt is extremely difficult to describe the French
character. They are garrulous, capricious, obstinate and
above all proud. They have always believed that their
country was something special, a perfect hexagon. "What
other people have made the shape of their country an
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countries are neuter in gender but France is feminine. La
Belle France* she is called* For centuries French children
have been brought up to believe in the superiority of
French civilisation* and of "Oaullocantric nombrillisme--
the conviction that France is the navel of the world."
Understanding this point of view is important because it
helps to explain the French belief in de Gaulle and*
specifically, why they turned to him in periods of crisis.
Only he understood the true mission of France and the need
for French grandeur.
For the people of France the physical size of their
country and their relatively small population was of little
importance. Actually France is about the same sise as
Texas* and slightly smaller than Kenya* with only SO mil-
lion people. A surprising 20 per cent of this total
population lives in the Faris area. It is certainly not an
ethnic unit* but rather an historical aggregate of sones
with an extremely large* by today's standards* peasant
population. Almost 20 per cent of the French still live
off the land. Thus extreme contrasts exist between urban
and rural life. The French peasant still constitutes an
important political force and this force is one of the
reasons why France has always had numerous political parties
and ideologies. Peasants and rural workers have tradi-
tionally resented the fact that much of French government







accompli" to the provinces.
The inclusion in the electorate of these provinces
was important in the final settlement of the May-June 1968
Student/Worker crisis. Even though the Gaullist party
received a majority of the seats in the National Assembly*
the troubles within the government that were brought to
light during the crisis foretold the end of the Gaullist
era.
France has been ruled by many historic figures
whose exploits and personalities* without any degree of
distortion* actually seem to be larger than life. Their
records of accomplishment are clear. There was a Louis XXV
and XVI, a Napoleon* and of course a de Gaulle. Each of
them recognized and fulfilled the French desire for
grandeur and world recognition and the need to participate
in a grand epic. History also has shown that Frenchmen
have often been uncertain in their choice of a leader. On
several occasions they have had to choose sides. Patriotism
was not always a national state of mind.
*fter the costly victory of World War I the French
seemed to be prepared* at least subconsciously* for a
defeat in the next war. For all Frenchmen patriotism had
ceased to be a clear-cut choice. For some it meant Petain*
the hero of the last war and the figure head leader of the
Vichy government. For others it meant de Gaulle* the self-








in England. There were sound patriotic reasons to be
aligned with either side. This compelling need for a
choice* and the idea that patriotism often became a matter
of political expediency* was important because it carried
over into the thinking of numerous governments in the
Fourth Republic and in the end caused the downfall of the
Republic itself.
During the years of the Fourth Republic the French
state took over the essential sectors of society. "It took
over all of higher education and most of primary and
secondary education. It took over radio and television to
control public opinion. It took over culture to shape
public opinion. It took over urban planning to control the
way French towns look. *nd it took over an important part
of the economy to make it conform to national goals."
In many cases the French people had little to say
in connection with the 8tate*s assumption* or usurpation*
of additional power and influence. The state had even
retained the right to confer an academic degree. It was a
kind of slowly growing awareness among the people that
while they had entered into an era of economic prosperity
and resumed a position of world importance they had sacri-
ficed many traditional customs and freedoms in the attain-
ment of this new position. These misgivings were an
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That special bond between de Gaulle and the people
began to weaken in the Spring of 1968 • The disenchantment
felt by many sectors of French society erupted in Paris in
May and June* In the beginning it was tens of thousands of
students and workers who joined together to express their
discontent with the existing order of government. r s the
protest grew it encompassed all sectors of French society.
It was not a movement primarily designed to win material
benefits* though there were underlying demands involving
the standard of living. The protest leaders did not demand
the Wholesale dissolution of all French government institu-
tions, nor did they demand the installation of a "people's
democracy. " They did. however • succeed in creating a sense
of awareness in all sectors of French society about the
present form of authority.
For the first time in years France began to take
stock of its basic freedoms. What began as a strike for
ore classrooms, better library conditions and the hiring
of more professors soon touched many sensitive areas of
French social and government structure. Many of the issues
raised by the strikers* such as the government controlled
radio and television network (ORTF) , the "force de frappe"
(French nuclear strike force) • and European development






*s the crisis began to spread the French people
began to examine the society that was being so heavily
criticised. In one sense it was strongly oligarchic. "It
was a kind of a mutual**assurance society against change.
This was sought by leadership groups which formed a
conspiracy to restrict membership in the oligarchy to Which
they belonged and also to limit risks to collective action.
Vearly all professions and business firms have engaged in
such restrictive practices."
In another sense it was a society that was
"structured on distant centers of authority whose decisions
5
are not subject to question. " De Gaulle of course was the
personal embodiment of this "distant center of authority.
"
To many Frenchmen it seemed that while they enjoyed the
material benefits of a healthy state they really had no
vital part in the creation of the system that ensured the
growth. More importantly* many had come to suspect that
the government* as reflected in the "distant center of
authority" concept began to breed irresponsible conduct.
"People live in isolation at each level of the
government and social hierarchy with each group enjoying
its own special privileges, whether they be great or small,
and each separated as much as possible from the rest.
Since centralization is the norm any change in the system
is naturally impossible.
"
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caught between a mounting pace of change that was taking
place in all European countries* and a petrified society
that believed in archaic authoritarian social customs.
Pierre Mendes-France said in Mays "The crisis
dramatises the determination of millions of Frenchmen no
longer to be considered as impotent subjects in a harsh*
inhumane* conservative society* but rather to perform their
own role freely in a society they can look upon as really
their own." 7
T t the inception of the crisis General de Gaulle
was in Rumania* To the amassment of many French* and
others throughout the world* he did not immediately return
to France. De Gaulle was pressing the Rumanians to change
their restrictive practices* yet he did not realise he had
a problem at home. When he did return he again prevailed
on all of France to "put a stop to this hatred" and "save
our nation. Again his last minute plea was successful.
In the Summer election of 1968 the Gaullists received a
majority of the seats in the National Assembly. It was the
first time any party had done so. However* the seeds of
doubt had been planted in the minds of the French. In
their vote of confidence for de Gaulle they seemed to be
grasping at one last chance to preserve the old system* yet
knowing that it had finally outgrown its usefulness. They
did not like being pressured into change by Parisian mobs*















or at least be discussed.
Because de Gaulle was not in the country when the
crisis began* his Prime Minister Georges Pompidou, with the
aid of *ndre Malraux—Culture Minister* swiftly moved to
strengthen the government position. ? fter the crisis had
been settled and calm had been restored to Parisian streets
most French political speculators gave Pompidou most of the
credit for preventing a complete collapse of the govern-
ment. De Gaulle reacted by "graceless ly sacking" Pompidou
as Prime Minister and appointing Maurice Couve i>© Murville
gto take his place. To most Frenchmen it must have seemed
as if Pompidou had done all too well in handling the
crisis.
«
T n uneasy truce period followed and in *pril 1969
General de Gaulle proposed his last referendum. Basically
it was a plan to decentralise the country's top-heavy
administration. What de Gaulle proposed was a redistribu-
tion of France's historic 95 provinces into 21 economic
regions* each having its own legislature. He also added a
provision to downgrade the Senate and turn it into a
9
"council of wise men without power. M
The Senate represented the country's traditional
political personnel* while the Assembly was much more open
to the winds of change. The Senate was dominated by old
Republicans of conservative outlook who normally did not







developed between Gaston Monnerville* the Senate President*
and de Gaulle* Monnerville denounced de Gaulle's refer-
endum* which introduced direct election of the President*
at every available opportunity. In the next few years
government ministers were forbidden to speak in the Senate*
and the Senate was permitted to deal only with lowly
ministers of state. "The President of the Republic no
longer extended official hospitality to the President of
the Senate or shook his hand at formal functions. There
were frequent public and private proposals (or threats) to
reform the Senate by amalgamating it with the Economic and
Social Council." 10
In an attempt to reduce the bitterness between
de Gaulle and Monnerville* &lain Poher* previously the
Chairman of the European Parliament at Strasbourg* was
elected to succeed Monnerville in October of 1968. It is
significant that one of the proposals in the defeated
referendum was a law to change the succession to the
Presidency. The change would make the Prime Minister and
not the Senate President the interim President of the
Republic. It is ironic that Poher* the man who was
•elected to improve relations with the Blysee* should be
instrumental in the defeat of the referendum and would
assume the Presidency upon de Gaulle's resignation. It was
clear that de Gaulle was appealing for a final three years
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that he need not have turned the issue into a vote of
confidence for himself? because he was elected for m^vmn
years without conditions or restrictions.
Shortly after midnight on the 28th of April, thm
voting trend unmistakable* de Gaulle sent a two-sentence
communique to Paris from his home in Colombey-I*s-Deux-
Sglises. It said: "I am ceasing the exercise of my func-
tions as President of the Republic. This decision takes
effect at noon today.
"
Quite naturally the majority of Frenchmen privately
wondered if there would be a Sixth Republic. "The fact
that de Gaulle could be succeeded in an orderly presi-
dential election rather than through the process of
revolution was in itself a denial of the French experience
in Which the passing of a great man means the passing of a
regime and the beginning of a period of confusion and
strife." 11
Sxperta on French political history such as Dorothy
Maud Pickels and Jean Blondel doubted whether the Fifth
Republic would continue after de Gaulle's resignation or
defeat. Blondel asserted that the "Fifth Republic is
likely to retreat after de Gaulle to a style of politics
not very different from the one practiced in the Third and
12Fourth Republics." Dorothy Maud Pickels bluntly said in
the preface of her book on the Fifth Republic thati "It is
18







Actually this type of view is misleading because
the Prime Minister is responsible to Parliament and the
system cannot work if he and the President disagree. In
other words it would be extremely hard for past habits to
reassert themselves when the government has control of
Parliamentary business. "The deputies cannot return to
their ancient sport of big game hunting—the incessant
hazing and frequent slaughter of governments* without
breaking down strong constitutional , political and social
barriers*"
Bven though de Gaulle may have governed by mono-
logue* and some of his methods were outmoded* it was
unlikely that the people would assent to a return of the
Fourth Republic leadership of traditional political parties.
"The masses in France who feel more than they reason* do
not know very well what they want but they know perfectly
well what they do not want. They do not want to return to
15
the past." The old traditional parties were too closely
linked with the past in the collective consciousness of the
French people by their emblems* slogans and specifically
the names of their leaders* to be able to escape from
unfavorable public reaction and achieve a rebirth.
De Gaulle himself had succeeded in strengthening





The 1969 presidential campaign and election
certainly provided a contrast for the French voter. On the
one hand there was Georges Pompidou* de Gaulle's former
Prime Minister and confidant* who eagerly announced his
candidacy on the 30th of April. On the other hand there
was Alain poher* the complete antithesis of all the
Gaul lists represented. An early protege of Robert Schumann*
Poher had served three terms as Chairman of the European
Parliament at Strasbourg. Pompidou had campaigned for the
referendum* Poher against it. Pompidou* though he modified
his major beliefs as the campaign progressed* stressed the
need to adhere to strict Gaullist policies. Poher believed
just the opposite. Be even went so far as to propose a
single European currency.
At the outset most Frenchmen must have wondered
what kind of a campaign would ensue should Poher declare
his candidacy. It must be explained that under de Gaulle
during the 1965 election Gaston Defferre and Jean-Louis
Tixier-Vignancour were "tolerated" by de Gaulle* but were
not given any time on the government controlled radio and
television network—even though they offered to pay. In
Prance police and other government workers are used to put
up campaign posters and quite frequently tear them down
when they are anti-Gaul list.
Frenchmen also wondered if they would experience
>fllWffr:r .>..
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full freedom of the press. They had not under the Fifth
Republic.
The, laaurca
One of the major issues was the state controlled
radio and television network (ORTF) • ? side issue was the
CRS or special secret police. This police force was a
purely partisan Gaullist institution that was used to spy
on anti-Gaullist groups and individuals. They wore
distinctive uniforms and took their orders directly from
the Minister of Interior. ?ji extremely powerful group*
they were organized on a territorial basis with cells in
all large cities. The existence of the CRS was a distinct
sense of embarrassment among all freedom-loving Frenchmen
in the Fifth Republic. Immediately after de Gaulle's
resignation Main Poher fired the head of the CRS and
placed the organization in a limbo status. He also
announced that all candidates would be accorded equal
privileges on radio and T.V. and would be given two free
hours on the ORTF. This was a very important break with
long-standing French precedent.
Somewhat comically, the use of free radio and tele-
vision included &l% candidates from Pompidou to Louis
Ducatel# who bragged i "I seem to get better and better the
more I speak." It made little difference what he said
because he was the candidate for those who "didn't like
anybody else."





Western Europe* regardlass of a belief in the "Big four,
would not have its radio and television network muted by
flagrant government control. Such is not the case in
France* The OKTF is characterised by outright lies* omls~
sions* propaganda and daily government interference to
suppress or emphasise news items* "The eight million
owners of French television sets are treated to a sunshine
image of France as a world leader with no domestic problems*
in contrast to the Vietnam War and race riots in the United
States." 16
Jacques Soustelle* who wrote L Mew &ojtfi JB2C. &U&QB&*
exiled from his own country because he vociferously opposed
Gaullist policies* says that the "press* radio and T.V.
inject the French people with a daily dose of lies. By the
untiring repetition of a lie* preferably as shameless as
possible* the propaganda machine makes a truth of it. For
17
millions of Frenchmen it is the truth. M
Those who watch French T.V. can only conclude that
the French live in a world of bicycle races* Olympic ski
teams and pop singers.
In France the Minister of Information has a direct
private telephone line to the executive offices of the
ORTF. It is absolutely necessary that a T.V. commentator
be a loyal party man first and a journalist second. In
addition to the Ministry of Information any government
agency can exercise its right to censor national television.
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Ifay-June events in 1968 took public opinion by surprise.
18
It was like learning that the plague has hit Camelot."
During the crisis the T.V. news commentators were
told to stress the same old French pomp and circumstance*
"If the Breton farmers were burning tons of artichokes that
day, they were told to show some Vietnam War footage, when
Georgss Bidault returned from exile before the June 1968
elections he said in a press conferences 'Don't vote
Communist, don't vote Oaullist.' Only the first half of
19the sentence was reproduced in the evening news.*
For the first time* in June, 1968, Frenchmen were
able to see what actually went on in the National Assembly
when debates were telecast live. This initiative did not
signal a wholesale change in long-accepted restrictive
policies in news management. When 92 employees of the ORTF
went on strike in May for greater freedom 57 were fired,
though they were promised that no official sanction would
be taken against them.
One can believe Jacques Soustelle when he saysi
"The brainwashing machine hammers relentlessly at the
French listeners and viewers in a manner reminiscent of
Goebels. The themes are the sane. Worship of the leader
and the greatness and prosperity of the country, thanks to
20His great knowledge of all matters.
"
A description of the fourth estate yields an
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written or spoken word hats existed in France ever since
Philippe Le Hardi in 1275 put booksellers under the sur-
veillance of the University to prevent them from peddling
seditious material . Ho French regime* not even the
strongest ones* like the absolute monarchy or the Fifth
Republic, has ever felt secure enough to allow full freedom
of the press* rt
Jacques Soustelle was one of de Gaulle's most
important lieutenants in 1958. He helped to organize the
Gaullist Party* the UHR« and bring the General back to
power. However* he* and many others* soon became dis-
illusioned over the General's insistence that Algeria be
granted its independence. Soustelle* after several public
airings of his views* which disagreed with do Gaulle's was
exiled from France. His book was written and published
outside of France. It was later smuggled into the country
and became a best seller.
Ml the time of the book's popularity employees of
the ORTF were directed not to mention the book and no news-
paper reviewed it or accepted paid advertisements for it.
Soustelle is still not allowed to return to France because
of his severe criticism of the Gaullist government.
Jean-Jacques Servain Schrieber* chairman of the
Radical Socialist Party* who lost a runoff election against
Jacques Chaban-Delmas for a national Assembly seat on
September 21* 1970* is one of Prance's most respected








1957. he wrote a penetrating book about the Algerian War
called L&aatfiftanfc iil filftafiiA* In it he described the
atrocities committed by the French troops against the FLK*
As soon as the book was published he was accused of
"weakening the morale of the French Army* arrested and
ordered to stand trial* Be was later acquitted.
The French news agency . P-gence France Press*
receives half of its budget from the state* thus it cannot
be called an official agency* or an independent one.
Members of its staff move back and forth between journal'
istic and government jobs*
The existence of L& b£iD&BL allows the student of
French journalistic practices to state that the picture is
not entirely negative* Most international communication
researchers agree that 1* kiStatiA is the one newspaper that
keeps the French press respectable*
It is easy to understand why the issue of free
speech and press was such an important one* Poher charged
that the ORTF "chloroformed public opinion" and he called
for "impartial information and free expression" on the
radio and television* His advocacy of such a concept
seemed to give him a special exalted position among the
average Frenchmen* even though the position did not appear
to be of a lasting nature* Pompidou hesitated* then
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This was the number one issue because it involved
the whole future of Europe* This question concerned
France's leadership and diplomatic dynamism with its neigh-
bors and partners and the political and economic solidarity
22
of more than 300 million Europeans. Former Prims
Minister Paul Raynaud once saidt "As long as we have
ds Gaulle* we will not have Europe." To which he could
have addedt H ) a long as we have de Gaulle the unity of the
Wast will be threatened and the Western alliance will be in
danger." 23
Under de Gaulle France had refused to talk to the
British about anything concerning a closer European com-*
munity. The General was convinced* and Couve Be Murville
clearly followed the party line* that Europe should remain
"European* that is* without America and without Great
Britain* which was a faithful ally and friend of America.
In other words* "de Gaulle considered Britain as America's
24Trojan horse in Western Europe.
•
Alain Poher* a truly dedicated European in the
broader sense* presented a sharply contrasting viewpoint to
the traditional Gaul list suspicions adhered to by Pompidou.
Poher* quite naturally* favored reopening negotiations with
Britain concerning her entry into the Common Market. As
the campaign progressed Pompidou* in vaguely worded symbols

















and tha Force Pa Frappe
General da Gaulle had boycotted the negotiations
ever since they began in their present form in 1962* In
1969 the United States and the Soviet Union* tired of
looking at France's empty chair* were contemplating a
change in the composition of the committee with the addi-
tion or subtraction of various states. Because France had
not taken an active role in the negotiations it was assumed
that she was one of the countries that would be eliminated
from the committee.
For France committee membership involved a larger
nuclear issue* For many years she had been seeking closer
ties with Red China. Early in 1964 de Gaulle had
"officially recognized'* the Peking government and instructed
Couve De Murvilie to announce that France would support Red
China's admission to the United Nations. France* along
with Communist China* had been the only nation not to sign
the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. She had refused to cooperate
with her European partners in all matters dealing with
nuclear power. De Gaulle called this another form of
"Atlanticism*" At the same time France was continuing to
build an expensive number of prototypes which would someday
comprise the much-celebrated* but ineffective "force de
frappe.
"
The most essential part of the "force de frappe*"
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?s early as July 23. 1964* ha declared that Prance would
"coon" be in possession of 200 A-bombs of the Hiroshima
type. It made little difference that the Mirage jets*
costing over one million dollars* that were to carry the
bombs could not reach Russia without the help of tanker
planes. France had no tanker planes*
"France's highest officials declared that the bomb
may be useless against the Russians* but could be quite
25
useful in case of another war with Germany." For
de Gaulle the bomb was a "psychological necessity for a
26
nation whose armies once made Europe tremble."
Development of the bomb was proof of the nation's
strength and scientific capacity* and the price of admis-
sion to the "club des grands. " "Without it* France would
be an undeveloped Nation. With it* she was in the company
27
of Russia* China* England and the United States." For
the Gaullists the "force de frappe" was worthwhile for the
side effects alone*
Poher believed that France should resume her seat
at the council table. He recognised that the "force de
frappe" was too expensive to scrap so he advocated incor-
porating it with other SATO nuclear forces. Pompidou also
appeared to support the idea that France should take an
effective part in future multi-national nuclear talks. His
replies to queries on the "force de frappe" were consider-
ably more vague. He often resorted to the old Gaul list
stand that the fundamental idea of a nuclear alliance was
blue** »ar i **n. •«
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unrealistic because no nation was prepared to risk its own
total destruction in defense of another.
As early as 1965 de Gaulle, through his special
representative Sdgar Faure* began to seek a "rapprochement"
between France and the United Arab Republic. In 1968 he
imposed a total boycott on all arms shipments to Israel.
The principal issue was the non-delivery of 50 Mirage
fighter aircraft. Years previous the French government had
received payment for the planes* which they promptly built
at the Dassault Aircraft Plant in Bordeaux. At the time of
the election they still sat in the Bordeaux countryside,
paid for and with Israeli markings on the fuselages. In
the meantime, the Government had grown increasingly friendly
with the Arab states.
At first both candidates preferred to ignore the
issue, hoping it would somehow disappear. Poher stated
midway through the campaign that he favored lifting the
embargo while Pompidou spoke of "recognizing Israel's exis-
tence and the right for guaranteed safe borders. M Pompidou
implied that he would not be in favor of a ban against any
country. It was an area of debate which aroused "tres
importante polemiques . *
The Franc
The French franc had enjoyed a tenuous confidence















1963 *s worker/student crisis had not been paid. Prance had
not recovered from the six-week industrial shutdown during
the 1968 crisis period, and the 13 per cent pay raise
granted to get the workers back at their jobs, fct the tine
of the April referendum the General was having trouble with
the trade unions, which threatened to weaken further the
stability of the franc.
On several occasions General de Gaulle rejected a
devaluation of the franc even though his European partners,
and the United States, encouraged it. The franc was not
devalued in 1968 because de Gaulle had been willing to put
seven billion dollars of reserves and credits on the line
to protect current exchange rates. However, ever since the
1968 crisis Prance had importer! considerably more goods
than she had exported. Her gold reserves had dwindled to
four million dollars.
Whoever Prance's new President would be, he would
be faced with serious economic difficulties. These would
probably include wage negotiations and the threat of
devaluation. In the face of these problems the President-
elect would have to restore French confidence in the franc
and take corrective measures to stop the adverse balance of
payments. If a devaluation was decided upon, and it was as
high as 20 to 50 per cent, it could exert pressure on the
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In early campaign speeches Pompidou promised to
defend the franc by expanding the French economy. He was
careful not to mention devaluation. As the leader of
Centrist opposition, ?lain Poher had the advantage of being
able to comfortably attack ten years of Gaul list spending
policies. He proposed to cut government spending on what
he termed "prestige projects." He also called for
reorganization of the international monetary system. Poher
said he opposed devaluation without corresponding changes
in other countries.
HftTQ (OTAS)
De Gaulle began his total withdrawal, or "de-
integration," in late 1964 when he withdrew all of the
French naval forces. By the end of 1966 France had with-
drawn all of its military forces and the NATO headquarters
was moved to Bruselles. She still remained a member of the
treaty and thus would receive allied nuclear support in the
event of actual hostilities. Ever since the invasion of
Csechoslovakia, however, there appeared to be a subtle
change in emphasis in France. Though it was doubtful if
there would be a reversal of de Gaulle's "de-integration**
order, it looked as if there was some room for improvement.
Actually France was not merely "de-integrated , " she
was totally isolated from all of the planning decisions on
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Poher emphasized the need for renewed cooperation
with the West and within ST" TO. *s was previously mentioned*
he advocated incorporating the "force de frappe" with other
allied nuclear forces. Pompidou did not go that far* Be
did propose "explanatory" talks. In numerous thinly
disguised endorsements for NATO he talked of "maintaining
the Atlantic Alliance."
PAaaplutign of I/.Aafiftfeltt« jjationflle
and thft Role of, the PreaidaAt
This particular issue was not mentioned in Don
Cook's article but it became one of the central campaign
issues. As early as the 10th of Kay* before Poher declared
hie candidacy, Pompidou intimated he might make an issue
over the fact that should Poher win he would have to call
new national elections because he would be forced to work
with a Gaullist majority in the National Assembly. To many
French men and women this situation evoked all too clear
memories of Prance's "revolving door governments" during
the Fourth Republic. Poher replied by saying he would
dissolve the Assembly only if it passed a motion of censure
against the Prime Minister and the designated cabinet.
Under the constitution a vote can be forced on the
cabinet's program or on a declaration of general policy.
This challenge can be instituted by either the opposition
or the government itself. The Prime Minister would be
forced to resign if a majority of the Assembly voted in
favor of the censure. It is possible that the defeated
. iMMMrettifta Im




Prime Minister* after the initiation of a new program,
could be reappointed and receive a new vote of confidence.
Pompidou did precisely this in 1962*
An equally important campaign issue which seemed to
develop as the campaign unfolded was the conduct of the
President. In an obvious maneuver to undermine Gaul list
attempts to prolong the "national Savior" image* Poher said
the President's role should be that of an "umpire" or
"prime mover. " He had in mind someone who was not a mere
figure head as Rene Coty had been and not as all-powerful
as de Gaulle.
President Coty, fully aware that his only function
was to keep the President's chair warm* saids "I owe the
job to a prostate operation which kept me out of the
28debates over the European Defense Community.
"
The views of Pompidou and Poher were important
because the Constitution gave the President enormous
powers* powers which were never fully used under de Gaulle
but could conceivably be misused by future Presidents. In
the title related to the President many functions are
enumerated. "Some are powers the President can exercise
with the approval of the Prime Minister; others are things
he can do alone. What he can do alone is* first* to choose
the Prime Minister; second* to dissolve the Assembly;
third* in certain instances* to take full powers and
29





















Actually the powers of the President do not make
him the head of the government. According to the Constitu-
tion he is not able to run the daily affairs of the State,
though de Gaulle gave this area a different interpretation*
The President is able to influence the government, and to
apply pressure on the Assembly, by the double threat of
submitting a law to a referendum or of dissolving the
Assembly.
At first Pompidou disagreed with Poher, but as the
campaign advanced he endorsed a proposal much like that of
Poher, still insisting that should Poher win he would be
forced to call new elections for the National Assembly.
The CaiuJidatafi
A total of seven candidates sought to become the
next President of Prance. The first round of elections to
choose de Gaulle's successor was scheduled for June 1, with
a runoff on June 15* 1969, should no candidate receive 50
per cent of the vote on the first ballot. Georges Pompidou
had announced in January, 1969, that he would be a candi-
date for the presidency if and when de Gaulle resigned.
Oaring the referendum* at the General's request, Pompidou
worked vigorously for a "yea" vote while somehow managing
to give the impression that his heart was not in it. It
came as no surprise when he declared his candidacy for the
presidency and swiftly received the support of the Gaullist
















The party itself grew out of the old Gaullist Party
callod the Raasoroblement du Peuple Prancais (RPF) in 1946.
It was renamed the um in 1958 and has since been the major
political party in thu Assembly, ^s previously stated* its
deputies received a majority of the seats in the 1968
elections. Party policies embody a modest nationalism
movement, and it is situated roughly in the center and left
of center in the political spectrum.
*lain Poher waited until the deadline on May 13 to
announce his candidacy. During the two weeks between
de Gaulle's resignation and his own declaration he
attempted to re-establish the traditional "Third Force" in
French politics of all leftists* centrists and right wing
socialists. He was not successful.
He received the backing of the Christian Democrats
or Mouveuent Republicain Populaire (MRP) and other small
parties. The MRP traditionally supported liberal institu-
tions and was among the first to preach European unity.
Probably its most famous member was Robert Schumann, who
still remains frhq symbol of European integration. "The MRP
was one of the main proponents of European modernisation in
the economic and social field. Yet it gained little credit
in the minds of Frenchmen and has been constantly assailed
"SOby politicians of all sides. ** The MRP is left of center
in political thinking.
The attempted "Third Force" coalition would have
included all of the left of center socialists and could
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conceivably have defeated Pompidou on the first ballot.
Between the 2nd and 7th of May the attempted coalition fell
apart. It did so primarily because Gaston Defferre,
Socialist Mayor of Marseilles* decided to run as a United
Socialist candidate. Defferre had tried to run against
de Gaulle in 1965 but gave way to party pressure and
finally endorsed Francois Mitterand, who narrowly missed
defeating de Gaulle. In 1969 Defferre sought again, and
finally received* the backing of the Socialist Party. In
the process he alienated Mitterand, who was the leader of a
small group of political leaders called the Convention of
Republican Institutions. Defferre had hoped to receive the
support of all Socialists and Radical Socialist Party
members and form a United Socialist Party similar to the
Federation de la Gauche Democrat et Socialists that was
formed at the time of the 1965 election for Mitterand.
Because Mitterand decided not to support Defferre, the
coalition failed.
Michel Rocarc, the leader of the Unified Socialist
party and the only important socialist leader to actively
support the students and workers in the May-June crisis,
also decided not to support Defferre, and he too became a
candidate.
This breakdown among the socialist parties left the
Communists in an uncomfortable position. They could not
support either candidate and were forced to back the
Mfane
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candidacy of Jacques Duclos* chairman of the Partie
Communiste Francais. The PCF has traditionally polled
about 20 per cent of the vote in French elections. It is
both a large and tightly knit organization which is
particularly strong in Marseilles* Le Havre and the Paris
"Red Belt." Unlike other European Communist parties* it
does not obtain much more than half of its voters from
manual workers.
The mere presence of the party accounts for the
squabbling over ideology among the other parties of the
left. This divisiveness among the left over concrete
proposals and platforms explains why the left has never
been a cohesive unit able to work out the problems of
opposition to the parties of the right.
The candidacy of Defferre* Duclos and Rocard was a
serious blow to the centrist opposition* whose members had
effectively campaigned for the defeat of the April 27th
referendum. Yet* early French public opinion polls showed
Poher was only one percentage point behind Pompidou and
would probably win in June with leftist and socialist
backing.
It should be explained that France automatically
accepts the runoff election and the realignment of positions
and endorsements for the final vote. In 1965 Francois
Mitterand was a distant second to de Gaulle on the first
ballot with only the backing of his own party? but narrowly
urxlMt





















missed defeating him on the runoff ballot when othar non-
Gauliist party members gave him their support in aa
attempt to defeat the General.
Though the campaign was actually between toner and
Pompidou* no French political campaign is complete without
at least a few "folklorique* candiuates. This election was
no exception. On the 16th of May the National Assembly
cleared the candidacy of Alain Krivine* a second string
"barricade manager" during the May-June events* as the
Trotskyite representative. The Assembly also cleared Louis
Dueat-el, writer-speaker-millionaire* &m the candidate for
"everybody who is not satisfied •" Actually in France there
axe not many things that are easier than running for
President. The basic requirements are citizenship* $2*000
and 100 sponsoring signatures from among the thousands of
elected officials known as the "notables. " Krivine, then a
Brivate in the French Army fulfilling hia active duty
obligation* would* if elected* find himself in the dubious
position of commanding all of France's military forces
while still a Private; and Ducatel would face a National
Assembly without one deputy pledged to support him.
Actually neither man expected to win—win more than one per
cent of the total vote. Both hoped to do better than Paul
Giffon* a Left-Bank sunbather* who ran for deputy in 1963*
and got one vote.
The campaign was a two-man race* between Foher and
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Pompidou* and the outcome would decide whether the country
would be governed in the next seven years by a President
who professed a loyalty to basic Gaullist politics or who
preferred a break with traditional Gaullist doctrine.
The question now is whether Gaul1ism goes out with
de Gaulle or whether the impending Presidential
election will return a Gaullist successor anyway.
Whether Pompidou or an opposition leader is elected « a
new period is opening that cannot fail to bring
fundamental changes both within France and in the
French role in the world. 31
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CHAPTER III
VOLIWE AND COMPEEHE13SIVEMSSS OF COVERAGE
The purpose of this study was to determine how the
sample newspapers accepted the responsibility for reporting
the 1969 French presidential campaign and election. The
major area of investigation was whether or not the readers
of each newspaper were provided with a continuing and
adequate account of campaign and election issues and
•vents. An analysis of the volume and comprehensiveness of
the news coverage of the ten prestige newspapers revealed
that coverage varied greatly from one paper to another.
The first hypothesis* that "examination will show the
sample of ten prestige newspapers furnish measurable
differences among themselves in the length and number of
items and degree of coverage of issues and developments*
"
is discussed in this chapter*
Four methods of measuring volume and comprehensive-
ness were utilized in order to present a more balanced
analysis than would have been possible with the use of just
one of them*
The areas of measurement weret (a) number of
column inches; (b) number of news items; (c) number of
election Issues; and (d) number of main developments
60
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covered. It was necessary to examine and compare the
results in each of these areas of analysis to ascertain
whether or not each newspaper presented a comprehensive and
continuing account of the election.
The examination of total volume of news coverage
for each newspaper included measurement of the number of
column inches and number of news items. Cop^prgh^nMiyan^aa
was measured by recording the number of election issues and
number of main developments that were covered by each
newspaper.
Volume will be discussed first. A separate
section of this chapter will be devoted to an examination
of comprehensiveness by describing the coverage of key
election issues and main developments. The chapter will
conclude with a discussion of news agencies and corre-
spondents.
Vol tifi^
A total of 557 news items were included in the ten
U. S. prestige newspapers from April 28 to June IB* 1969.
This total represented 8*603 inches of news coverage
(Table I) . A complete breakdown of news coverage* including
editorials and editorial columns* is included in Table XX*
The campaign and election were given continuous
coverage by all of the sample papers* Analysis of coverage
began on April 28, with General de Gaulle's defeat in the
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Hotel The figures reflect total news coverage by
the ten prestige newspapers from April 28 to June 18. 1969.
Figures for editorials and editorial columns are











































































government referendum end subsequent resignation as
President* and concluded on June 18* 1969* three days
following the election of Georges Porapidou as the second
President of the Fifth French Republic. The average number
of news items per paper was 55. while the average number of
column inches per paper was approximately 860. However*
these figures are somewhat misleading because of the
significantly greater volume of coverage by the Haw. Xfi£&
Xia&a* Wa*Mflg1i " £fia& and iiQjt ^Tgajjt,* XiflttJ..
When these three papers are excluded from the list
the remaining seven papers* with the exception of the Stall
fitraat Joum*),. included roughly the same number of news
items and total column inches. The group of six papers
which included—fijL. Lamia. fc&ftt-CiafitttCh* Christian ficiangft
HonitQx* Milwaukee, Jauxaai* Jtouiaviilft CteurAag-jo^raal*
Chicago Tribune* and Atlanta Constitution—carried not less
than 38 and not more than 49 news items. The average
of items for these papers was 44. The figures for
of column inches ranged from a low of 419 to a high
of 772* with the average being approximately 535. Zt is
not surprising that each of the leaders in total volume
—
the jfe* xoj& Tims*. Washington £gaJL» and i&a. Angeles TJjaaft--
included almost daily coverage by their own foreign corre-
spondents. However* the Christian Science Monitor* Chicago
Iribuna* and Wall SJtxsat Journal also included occasional
articles from their correspondents in France, ftn examina-
tion of the relationship between total coverage and the use
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of correspondents will be included later*
The Hsu XQrJi Ijusae* was the leader in number of news
items with 115 and total inches of coverage with 1,87 3.
These figures were more than double the volume totals for
each of the papers except the H*«hingfrQn, £oat and Loa
a»g«i*« TjL&ftft. The average length of a tfstt XgrJt Xiffia*
article was over 16 inches. When the figures for the fiett.
XqtJl Xiao*, Waahiaqton fcoat and Laa Angalaa TLioaa were
excluded the average length of an article from the
remaining seven papers was a little over 11 inches* The
Matt XfiKk Tjjaas printed 29 items on the 29th and 28th of
April* In most cases this equaled the total number of news
items printed by each paper for the months of May and
April* The number of news items carried by the tis&t. XQrJt
lima* on April 28 was greater than the total number of
items carried by the Hall str^e* Journal in eight weeks*
There was at least one item printed in the Mmt XQXX Tisaa
in all but nine of the 53 issues*
In addition to extensive coverage of all of the key
election issues and all but one of the main developments*
the Max XqcX Tjjaaa included relevant stories on inter-
national reaction to the election* background information
on the principal candidates and the French election system*
and several interpretative analyses of French public
opinion and how it affected the outcome of the campaign and
election.
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Immediately following the resignation of de Gaulle*
the Asm XorJc XiaaA included articles on the future of
European unity and the expected international monetary
maneuvering and resultant pressure on the franc. Also
included were interpretative commentaries on the mood of
the French people. The commentaries carried datelines in
Colombey-~les-X>eux-£glises« Bordeaux* Marseilles and Paris*
Because the election of de Gaulle's successor would indi-
cate the type of future French involvement with the
Atlantic Community* the views of U. •« officials would also
be important in understanding the significance of the elec-
tion. These views were presented in several election
analyses from Washington* D. C.
The nmm of French Interim President Alain Smile
Louis Marie Poher was not exactly a "household word" in
France* let alone in the United States. In the first few
days after de Gaulle's resignation most of the prestige
papers merely mentioned his name in passing. In some it
was not clear what his functions were. However* the fistt
XorJt Tioiea printed several articles which detailed the
responsibilities and prerogatives of the interim president*
and one lengthy article which described Poher "s personal
and political background. This particular article included
a cogent description of the important role Alain Poher
played in the defeat of the government referendum on
April 28.
ii
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Even though the referendum was discussed and
debated by Frenchmen for five weeks prior to the April 28
vote—and therefore not included in the list of key
election issues and main developments—a description of the
referendum was important in understanding the reasons for
Poher 'a upsurge in popularity as the campaign progressed.
Xstt Xoxk Tinas* French correspondent Henry Tanner
explained that France not only had grown tired of the
General's concept of "government by referendum" but they
also rejected the main proposal of the referendum itself.
This proposal included a change in the method of selecting
the interim president. De Gaulle proposed that the Prims
Minister and not the Senate President should become
France's interim president. Poher publicly spoke out
against this particular section of the referendum; and the
referendum in general because President de Gaulle had
typically announced it was an "all or nothing" package.
Obviously many Frenchmen agreed with Poher and reasoned
that such a succession could possibly be a step toward
dictatorship.
In several articles immediately following the
referendum defeat correspondent Tanner included a descrip-
tion of the French political scene and the likelihood of
the candidacies of former premier Georges Pompidou and
Alain Poher. By explaining the reasons for and the signif-
icance of the defeat of the referendum* the Haw XO£k Tinas
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had set the stage for the campaign and election to choose
de Gaulle's successor.
The second position was occupied by the M+tihlnq+an
£flst. It printed 90 iteas with a total of 1,593 inches.
The other leader among the top three was the third place
lAft Angelas TJj&a*. Its total volume of 72 news items and
1,390 inches was both significantly greater than the other
seven papers and at the same time a weak third in compari-
son with the figures for the Bast Xorjfc TJjbos.
Both the Maahinqton Eost and the Jugs Angeles Xiao*
included extensive background and interpretative articles
on the first few days after the referendum defeat.
The Mfhi.ngton £ssjt presented detailed information
on the role Alain Poher played in the referendum defeat.
It also printed items on prevalent speculation about the
stability of the franc. A story with a Washington dateline
explained that U. S. officials, though vitally interested
in the outcome of the forthcoming election, would adopt a
wait-and-see policy.
Included in the Was^i^gton fcojKt was the most compre-
hensive description of international reaction to the
General's resignation in stories which were datelined Bonn,
London, Moscow, Brussels, Beirut and Tel Aviv. A total of
28 articles were included on the 28th and 29th of April.
As early as the 29th, Donald Louchein, the Washington Eoajt's
French correspondent* explained that Poher could count on
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the support of the French centrist parties end had already
heen promised the endorsement of some leftist leaders.
According to the £osJL» Poher seemed to convey a genial
"bonhommie* attitude that might appeal to many Frenchmen
after ten years of imposed Oaullist grandeur* As the cam-
paign progressed this turned out to be an amazingly clear
forecast of Foher's personality and the mood of many French
voters*
Several other £sa£. articles speculated about
possible campaign issues and the lineup of presidential
candidates*
Initial election coverage in the third place jjaa
*flq«i">* TJLq&SL was also extensive* The average item length
of the XfiA Angjnlftg Tiffins' 72 items was 18 inches* two
inches greater than the average length of a MsS£ X&£k SULaftA
item* Included were articles which carried datelines of
various European capitols as well as Washington* D. C*
Correspondent Don Cook was the only French correspondent to
predict a period of public calm instead of general chaos
following de Gaulle *s retirement*
Chapter II mentioned that several of the key elec-
tion issues were taken from an article by Cook which appeared
in the May 29 edition of the international iterjOd Txihunn*
This article also appeared in the Loa Angel *« TJjeo* on the
29th.
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Correspondent Cook also explained the significance
of the referendum defeat and listed several potential
presidential candidates. The initial election coverage by
the Jam Angelas TjjBOA on April 28 and 29 was as compre-
hensive as that of the UtOL XfflCk ULaaa and the Washing;ton
ftttfc*
Examination of Table I and the figures for the
remaining seven papers show that more news items printed do
not necessarily mean a corresponding bulk of total number
of column inches. The Christian Science Monitor printed
only 38 items yet its 623 total inches was greater than the
fit. LQiiis East-Dispatch total of 522 inches with 44 items.
It was also greater than the Milwautea Journal ' s 545 inches
with 49 items. The average length of an article in the
Christian SciflftCS Monitor was almost 1? inches as compared
to 12 inches in the £os£~I&l&*£ch &nd 11 inches in the
Miiw^uk^ Journal.
The Chrietian Sci^nca Monitor never went more than
three days in a row without a story on the election. During
the most important part of the campaign* the last three
weeks in May, the EoJ&-£Lia#atch printed only two articles.
These were five and four inches long, h large gap in Rsmtr
iiispatch coverage also occurred in June. After commenting
on the results of the June 1 vote, the paper ignored the
election until June 15, the day of the runoff ballot.
Readers were given no information on the election from
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June 3 to June 15. The £QAt-£j.a&afc£!l ranked seventh in
number of items and eighth in total inches of coverage.
The Milwaukee* Journal ranked fifth in number of
items with 49, and seventh in total inches with 545. This
imbalance existed because the JjaurjaaJ. printed 16 articles
that were under five inches in length* However, the
longest single item during the eight-week period was found
in the May 4 issue of the Journal . It was written as a
news feature by John A. Armstrong* Professor of Political
Science at the University of Wisconsin. The story amounted
to a record 84 inches. Entitled 'The Paradoxes of de
Gaulle and The Problems of Prance. it was a survey of the
de Gaulle presidency with specific emphasis on the various
government referenda. It did not mention the candidates,
issues, or the election itself. When this particular item
was subtracted from the total number of column inches of
all items from April 30 to May 30 the average item length
was only seven inches.
The tauiavUla Courier-Journal tied with the
M^iwaakiftft Journal with 49 news items. It ranked fourth in
number of column inches with 772. It must be remembered.
however, that the 1&& Angelas Tjj&as. which placed third on
the list, printed 23 more items and included almost 400
more column inches of news coverage than the fourth place
Soulier-Journal. Coverage by the Courier.-Journal was
particularly heavy on the first few days following
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President de Gaulle* 9 resignation* A total of 18 news
items were printed between April 26 and May 2.
The Kentucky Derby occurred on May 3 and practi-
cally the entire paper was devoted to the Derby on the 3rd
and 4th* even after the Derby had ceased to consume
virtually every inch of news space the election seemed to
be forgotten* Only nine articles were printed during the
entire month of May*
Coverage increased in June* however * with a total
of 22 articles included during the period June 1 to June 18*
The average length of a CdaltJ^x-Journal article was
approximately 16 inches* This figure was particularly high
because the paper printed three very lengthy feature
articles* Two of them* 65 and 43 inches in length* were
from the New York Times Hews Service* and the third* 53
inches long* was from the Washington Post* Los Angeles
Times Mews Service*
The Chicago Xeifeune placed sixth in total items
with 48 and fifth in total inches with 670* The average
length of a Tribune article was 15 inches* A story on the
election was included at least every five days* The
longest period of time without an item of any kind was
seven days*
The Atlanta Constitution placed ninth on the list
with 34 items and 419 inches* Only four articles were
printed during the first three and one half weeks of May*
The average length of these articles was about seven inches*
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The HaIX Street Journal occupied the bottom
position with 16 items totaling 196 inches. These totals
were less than half the totals for the ninth place Atl anta
Constitution* The Uea XQX& TJUag*. carried six times as many
news items and nine times as many column inches as the HaIX
s *r»nt Journal - Nine items were one paragraph stories
included in the "What's Mews'* section. The Wall strant
Journal printed only seven articles during the entire month
of May. Pive of these articles were only one paragraph
long.
With the exception of the top three papers and tha
bottom paper* the remaining papers seemed to over-
concentrate on the resignation of de Gaulle and exclude
information on the new election. In many cases information
on possible candidates and election issues was virtually
non-existent until several weeks into the campaign. The
HAH fifcrft^t: Journal did not even mention the name of
Interim President Alain Poher until he declared his candi-
dacy on May 13. When information on the candidates was
included it seemed to be a replay of the opinions, fears*
and major developments of the 1965 election in which leftist
candidate Francois Mitterand was defeated by de Gaulle in
the runoff ballot.
Bach paper carried almost a dozen stories during
the first few weeks of the campaign on the General's



















variations* was soma type of historical or biographical
sketch of de Gaulle and his relationship to the French
people and the Fifth Republic.
The Milwaukee Journal and Chicago Tribune forecast
a period of "chaos and turmoil" in French politics. The
Chriefclan figlonr^ Monitor mentioned the "distinct possibil-
ity of a long power struggle in France" and said the French
had decided to "risk change." The Atlanta Constitution
even speculated that de Gaulle was not really serious about
the resignation and he might return at the call of the
French voter, as he had done in the past.
The ifa^hington £oj&.< however, characterised de
Gaulle's departure as a "quiet exit" and commented that
"Frenchmen greeted the news soberly. " The lead article in
the April 29 issue of the if**'hing<-an ££&£. predicted that
"unity and calm" would indeed prevail as Interim President
Alain Poher had pledged.
In contrast, the &&. Louia £oat~Piapatch April 28
headline read, "De Gaulle's Resignation Expected To Result
In Long Political Turmoil." The article stressed the fact
that de Gaulle had warned France that "a period of trouble"
would follow his defeat. The Igfiw. XQXK llmaa and Iaa
Ang»ia« Xiaafi mentioned the possible candidacy of Pompidou,
and even Poher, and indicated it would be an "orderly
election with no drastic changes seen in the interim
period. «*
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On April 29 Don Cook reported from Paris in the fro«
Angara Xixaaa that "There may be a great deal store trouble
behind the scenes* and it may indeed boil to the surface in
the days ahead* but so far public calm and political order
is being maintained*
"
With the exception of the top three prestige papers*
every paper speculated on the candidacy of Francois
Hitterand. Apparently it was assumed he had run in the
past* therefore he would run again* When other candidates
were discussed Georges Pompidou was recognized as the
titular head of the Gaullist Party* and the most likely
candidate for the presidential race*
Election laauei
Comprehensiveness was examined to determine if the
papers with the greater volume covered the key election
issues* It was important to ascertain not only how many
times each of these issues was mentioned but how well they
were explained in the context of the entire election
picture*
Several newspapers only listed the issues while
others presented in depth coverage of the candidates*
positions on them. Some papers merely explained how the
issues affected Prance, others accurately described their
international significance. Hews coverage in certain
papers clearly revealed that they possessed no clear
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understanding of the basic issues themselves* Occasionally
a paper manufactured an issue that did not actually exist*
This aspect of the whole picture of comprehensive-
ness was examined by analysing the reporting of a list of
seven key issues.
1* British entry into the European Common Market
and the future of "European solidarity.
"
2. The nuclear question. The Geneva Disarmament
negotiations and the future of the "force de frappe.
"
3. The Israeli arms embargo and the extension of
"rapprochement* policies between France and the United
Arab Republic.
4. The stability of the franc « and government
spending.
5. The Horth Atlantic Treaty Organisation—renewed
cooperation or continued "de-integration"?
6. The dissolution of ^'Assembles national© and the
role of the President.
7. Freedom of information on the state controlled
television and radio network (QRTF)
.
Four of these issues were listed in a news analysis
by Don Cook which appeared in the April 29 edition of the
International Hsxald Tr.ib.ona. The remaining three issues
were selected after a complete examination of all issues of
the International lisxalil Trj.fru.nii and l& Moa&a.
Table III sliows that* with the exception of the
l*oui*vii.lft Coiiriftr-qQu&naiU Chicago Trihunm* Atlanta
Conatit;.y1-.iiQn and KsJJl &t£ftftt Journal, each of the papers
"mentioned" all of the seven key election issues at least
once. In many cases the issues were only mentioned and not
fW aft-
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discussed. In addition* several papers presented erroneous
information on the issues.
The Ue&L Xoj& TimaAt leader in total volume, covered
all seven issues on the list, scoring 100 per cent* The
question of British entry into the European Common Market
was mentioned 12 times. Coverage of this issue began on
April 28. In a London article, correspondent Anthony Lewis
speculated that there was "at least a possibility of change
in the frosen position on the issue of British entry into
2the Common Market . * Of course the views of the candidates
themselves became known several weeks later. Yet, as early
as April 29 several stories indicated that should Poher
decide to run the question of European unity was certain to
become an important election issue. A close look at
Poher 's political background, and his service in the
European Parliament, indicated the importance of the issue.
A story by Andreas Preund in the April 29 edition
explained Alain Poher 's early apprenticeship to Robert
Schuman and Jean Monnet. Preund explained that Poher
shared the vision of these two French leaders that a united
Europe would someday become a reality.
Several articles by Henry Tanner explained that the
British issue placed Pompidou in an uncomfortable position.
Tanner noted that Pompidou was instrumental in the initia-
tion and supervision of virtually every basic Gaullist
policy during his six years as the General's Prime Minister.
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According to Tanner, Pompidou could not openly advocate
British entry into the Common Market without compromising
his past record and losing vital Gaullist support.
The Xam Xficfe XiasA included all of the major
pronouncements by Pompidou and Poher on this issue* Henry
Tanner pointed out the ambiguities in many of the state*
ments by the Gaullist candidate.
"On May 15, Pompidou said, 'Britain must enter
Europe, * and noted that, 'General de Gaulle well understood
3this.*" Tanner explained that Pompidou "referred to
Europe rather than specifically to the European Common
Market from which Britain had been blocked by de Gaulle.
Issue number two, the nuclear question, was
mentioned four times. The U&L XQ£& tiraafi accurately
reported that Pompidou made no mention of his stand on
French participation in the Geneva Disarmament negotiations,
nor of the future of the nuclear "force de frappe* until
Poher spoke out on these subjects. Several articles
explained that the Centrist leader favored rejoining the
talks at Geneva, and phasing out the * force de frappe* and
integrating it with the British force in some kind of a
European defense arrangement.
The Hear vork Xia/Uk pointed out that Pompidou never
made his stand completely clear. Henry Tanner equated
Pompidou *s statements with past Gaullist rejoinders on the
concept of "national nuclear independence.
"
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Issue three, the Israeli ams embargo, also lay
dormant until the Interim President began discussing it*
It was mentioned on eight occasions by the fieat York Xiffiaa*
Several articles included detailed descriptions of Foher*s
opposition to a unilateral arms embargo in the Middle East*
The arms embargo was mentioned in an interview with Alain
Foher which appeared in F*ri» Matreh on June 21. The Mat.
XQXk. v\tt}&* was the only paper to include excerpts from the
article which touched on the Israeli issue*
The t^h indicated that Pompidou 's position on the
arms embargo became much like Poher's mm the campaign
progressed. Correspondent Tanner explained that the
Gaullist appeared to change his campaign strategy in the
last weeks before the first ballot* With new emphasis on
his past Gaullist record of achievement this issue was only
briefly mentioned by the former Prime Minister* Tanner
noted that Poher continued to concentrate on it until the
eve of the first vote*
The stability of the franc, issue number four, had
remained an issue for most frenchmen since the May/June
1963 student-worker crisis* The HsM XfirX TJjbbA mentioned
this issue five times* Poher's early attacks against
spending on "prestige projects" were included in several
stories* These stories concluded that neither candidate
proposed clear, workable solutions for France's monetary
problems*
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Poher preferred to concentrate on other issues
,
such as Britain and the Common Market, NATO, and the need
for renewed freedom of information on the state controlled
radio and T.V. network. Articles in the ite» York Tjjaaa
indicated that Pompidou, even though he often mentioned the
issue, and spoke of the need for nmore realistic government
spending,** seemed to withhold any cure-all solution to
France's fiscal difficulties until it became clear how well
the Communists would do in the voting* Communist-backed
worker demands for pay increases the previous year were
primarily responsible for the dwindling French gold
reserves and the resultant loss in faith in the real value
of the franc.
Hone of the papers devoted a great deal of coverage
to the other five candidates because they had little to say
on any of the seven issues—except this one*
As the Use* XfijCJs. Tiniaa pointed out, Gaston Defferre
and Pierre Mendes-France waged a "ponderous campaign,
concentrating mainly on hard to understand solutions to
monetary problems. " Jacques Ouclos was openly critical of
practically all fiscal policies. Alain Krivine, the
Trotskyite. called for a "socialist revolution, and an end
to French capitalism. " Michel Rocard espoused a milder set
of socialist views. Louis Ducatel, who called himself the
"only free candidate, promised to end all money problems
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enterprise." Of all the issues it seemed that the issue
of the franc was the easiest for the "lesser" candidates to
talk about.
The question of Prance #s relationship with NATO was
also an important issue because Poher concentrated on it.
The Saw. Yoxk Tinaa mentioned the fifth issue eight times.
Stories in the Xiaaes. explained that renewed French coopera-
tion with NATO was a part of Poher *s plan for a united
Europe. The NATO question was another touchy subject for
Pompidou because he had agreed with de Gaulle on the French
"de-integration" policy with the Alliance in 1966. Henry
Tanner noted that Pompidou made few precise statements on
the issue during the first three weeks of the campaign and
that he preferred to restrict all comments on it as a part
of his end-of"campaign change in strategy.
Issue number six, the role of the President and the
dissolution of the National Assembly* was mentioned nine
times. The Haw Xoxk TJLmmm explained that Georges Pompidou
enjoyed an important advantage over all of the remaining
candidates as far as this issue was concerned. The
National Assembly was made up of a majority of Gaul list
deputies. Pompidou*s warnings against the acceptance of a
"patch work government" were included in several articles.
Correspondents Tanner and Giniger pointed out that this was
a definite attempt by the Gaullists to invoke memories of
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previous unstable Fourth Republic governments* The Xiaas.
correspondents explained that Pompidou concentrated most
heavily on this particular issue because he was convinced
this was his most effective anti-Centrist argument.
The seventh issue, liberalization of government
control of radio and television, was created by Poher on
his third day in office. On April 30 Poher summoned
Pierre de Leusse, the head of the commission that super-
vised the government controlled radio and T.V. network, and
pressed sharply for greater political objectivity in news
reporting. This issue was mentioned on seven occasions in
the &at Xocx TifflBS.
As described in Chapter II, unbiased French radio
and television was something of a novelty in the 1969
election because Frenchmen had never before experienced it.
A May 4 article in the U&L York TJLafiS which carried the
headline, "French Radio and Television Turns Objective,
said. "French radio and T.V. are free of government propa-
ganda for the first time in history according to viewers
and employees of the state network. The objectivity is the
creation of Alain Poher, and it may not last beyond his
7tenure in the Slysee.**
The fififet XOEk Tlssil noted that Pompidou had no choice
but to join the Poher bandwagon and declare he was
Q
"determined to assure freedom of information.
"
Coverage by the Waahfr"gtfy7 £QsJl was equally
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extensive. The £o&& also mentioned all of the key election
issues for a perfect score. The British issue was men-
tioned 13 times, Correspondent Donald Loucheim felt that
Pompidou 's pledges concerning British entry into the Common
Market were hazy and ambiguous. Loucheim interpreted the
Gaullist's assurances as being designed primarily to save
face.
In particular the former Finance Minister (Valerie
Giscard d'Estaing) had wanted a pledge about enlarging
the Ckramon Market to include Britain. All he got was
a vaguely worded statement that enlargement of
"European construction is desirable. "'
Loucheim explained that the reason for the Pompidou
pronouncement was the increased support for Poher in recent
public opinion polls.
The nuclear issue was mentioned eight times in the
W^»Ktng»ow £&&£• Donald Loucheim said that Georges
Pompidou purposefully avoided any mention of this issue*
while Alain Poher concentrated on it. Poher called the
"force de frappe" a "costly failure producing nothing more
than a panoply of prototypes* and saddling the country with
10
a burden that it could never afford •" Poher 's pledge to
integrate Prance's nuclear deterrent with other European
countries was included in several stories. The Wa*hf'Wi:on
PjMLt was the only paper to carry Georges Pompidou *s response
to the Interim President's proposals. Loucheim described
the Gaullist's position on the issue in this manner s "He
said he would be in favor of an accord between Prance and
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The tfea.frli^^n PJ28& mentioned the Israeli arms
embargo issue ten times. Information on candidates' views
was somewhat weak. The first mention of Poher's views was
not included until May 23. Pompidou *s views on this
subject were never clearly spelled out in the £&&£.. Only
broad generalities were included on what a Pompidou victory
would "likely mean for future Middle Sast policy. The
issue of the stability of the franc was included in nine
news items. The JfeK Xoxj& XinajB. and the &B& *mgftl<** Xlffifis.
mentioned it in only five stories. The importance of the
issue was comprehensively described in several articles
which appeared immediately after the de Gaulle resignation.
The candidates' positions were explained in numerous
articles throughout the month of May.
The KflffhAngton Eaat mentioned the fifth issue*
NATO, nine times. Loucheim noted that Poher criticised
Pompidou for his ambiguous endorsement of NATO and captured
every opportunity to ask the Gaullist why he had not carried
out his newly endorsed actions when he was the Prime
Minister. Pompidou usually replied that he was simply
"carrying out orders. " The £oat reported that an article
in I#a Moods, "bluntly compared Pompidou a s statements to
12Khrushchev's speeches about the Stalin era."
The sixth issue, the role of the president and the
->
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national Assembly* appeared in nine »»«**"g+on PJOBfc
articles* The Pompidou position was not mentioned until
after Poher described the president as a "prime mover of
the executive branch. H Unlike the UtSA XfirX Xia&&* the
Wagfoipgtion Poat did not include Pompidou ( s early statements
on the need for new national Assembly elections should
Poher be elected. Hot until May 22 did the £fi&L acknowledge
the importance of this particular issue. A £oj& story* not
from correspondent Louoheim—but news dispatches* said*
"Pompidou has built his campaign around one fundamental
theme. He has argued that of all ;he candidates he would
make the strongest chief executive* best able to carry on
the Gaullist tradition of a person who is the prime mover
,13
of public policy.
The seventh issue* liberalisation of government
control of radio and T.V. • was mentioned five times in the
wa^lngton £$&&. Loucheim presented an interesting
anecdote on this issue. He said that Poher v s first T.V.
message as Interim President* in which he called for unity
and order* was marred by "technical difficulties. * This
had often happened to non-Gaullist candidates in previous
T.V. appearances.
The MMnington poati presented the most informative
single item on this particular issue* On Hay 19 Jonathan C.
Randal wrote from Paris
t













The French people have grown restive at watching
ministers use the inaugurations of anything from a
Mpissotiere H on up as a pretext to praise the govern-
ment.
Because of the outrage caused by such "cranium
cramming, " as brainwashing is called in Prance,
Objectivity on the airwaves has become a major issue in
the presidential campaign.
Even Gaullist candidate Georges Pompidou turned
into an ardent advocate of objectivity to the amusement
of his adversaries, who recalled the network's tribula-
tions during his six years as de Gaulle's Prime
Minister, Under his tenure Alain Pierrefitte once
justified government manipulation of radio and T.V. on
the grounds the opposition controlled the newspapers
the magazines, I4
Coverage of key issues by the third place u
JBBSlLML ZAttaft was also accurate and comprehensive. The
issue of Britain and the Common Market was mentioned 12
times. Several items were complete reprints of articles by
Donald Loucheim which appeared in the Waeftingtron ismJL on
the same day, Among them was Pompidou 's most important
speech on this issue Which appeared in the RosL on May 21,
In this speech the former Prime Minister said he favored
"reopening discussions with Britain, a country I cannot
15imagine eternally outside the Common Market.
"
The future of the "force de frappe" and Geneva
talks was mentioned seven times by the La& ftngtlsi Ximatt.
The majority of the items which explained this issue were
also correspondent Loucheim *s articles from Paris which
were supplied to the Lpjs A^g*?^* Tlmill through the
Washington Post, Los Angeles Times Mews Service.




mentioned on 11 occasions* and the future of the franc was
discussed in five editions. The bulk of coverage for these
issues also included reprints of Louchaiia articles, with
additional stories by the LQA Angaig>a TJBffiff' Paris corre-
spondent, Don Cook.
The HATO question, issue five, was mentioned 12
times. Coverage was equally divided between articles by
correspondents Loucheiia and Cook.
Issue six, the role of the president and the dis-
solution of the National Assembly, received special emphasis
from Don Cook. Cook's stories included two important
quotes from Alain Poher which were not used by any other
newspaper. Both of these quotations clearly expressed
Pettier *s stand on this particular issue. When asked what
kind of a president should succeed de Gaulle, Poher
replied i "The President, whoever he is, has to be the
animator of the executive* Note that X did not say the
leader, for this word, translated into any language, con-
16jures up sinister recollections*
"
In discussing the possible dissolution of the
national Assembly should he be elected, Poher said: "There
is no need for a majority but only for an absence of
opposition.- 17
Cook commented that "this type of banality may be
IS
all that Poher needs to push himself into the presidency*
•
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mentioned only three times. Two of these items were from
the £oj&'s Loucheim and the third from Cook. Again Cook
presented information on Poher 's position that did not
appear in any of the other papers. On May 14 Cook included
a statement that Poher had made in an interview for the
French weekly iJL&iS&t&as.. In response to a question on
freedom of information Poher replied t "Believe me* X will
not use tricolor posters or make my position an excuse to
appear on T.V. outside the time officially allotted to each
candidate."
The Christian Science Monitor, ranked eighth in
total number of news items and sixth in total column
inches. Zn several respects coverage of key election
issues was superior to that found in the seven remaining
newspapers.
The ciMfi«t-4an Science Maaitox offered excellent
background material on most of the issues* yet* too often
the positions of the candidates themselves were not clearly
reported. On several occasions the views of Poher and
Pompidou were excluded entirely. The paper seemed deter-
mined to report this election as if it was a replay of the
one in 1965. Instead of explaining issues and candidates
the paper concentrated on lengthy comparisons of the
leftist coalition in 1965 and the lack of one in 1969.
The main socialist party and the other small
parties had chosen their candidates by May 3* yet* the
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"division on the left" was given priority coverage aa late
aa May 16. When correspondent Carlyle Morgan finally
acknowledged the Poher candidacy he quickly added that it
cane about "as a result of the failure of the French
leftist parties to find unity around a single candidate of
^ • -20their own.
"
The Hon itOX included several articles which were
interesting but did not describe the issues or the candi-
dates* It is important to note that these articles
appeared in place of* not in addition to, articles which
described the campaign and election. Stories entitled
"Paris Shift May Inhibit Mid Bast Talks" (May 2). "French
May Alter African Policy" (May 14) * "Georges Pompidou and
Hubert Humphrey" (May 21). and "Cuckoo and The Meat"
(May 23) did not describe election events in any way.
Important information on the campaign and election
was often relegated to one paragraph summaries in the world
news summary called "The Mews-Briefly.
"
The first issue was mentioned nine times. The
positions of both candidates were thoroughly explained.
The second issue was mentioned four times. These articles
failed to adequately explain the views of the candidates.
The Monitor was the only newspaper to include an
article from an Israeli correspondent on the question of
the arms embargo, iasue three. Two of the four articlea
which discussed this issue were from correspondent Francis
uni 101 .-.t : -i^ i
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Offner in Tel Aviv* Of friar extracted numerous quotes from
the Israeli newspaper Yftdist Aharftg.at to describe the views
of Israeli government officials.
The issue of the franc was also mentioned four
times. Extensive background material on this question was
presented in several stories in the first week in May*
These stories stressed Pompidou 's credentials as a former
director of the Rothschild Bank. His stand on devaluation
and other related monetary issues were never clearly
stated. Poher's views were explained in an article which
summarised his May 24 television speech*
Future relationships with NATO were covered in
three issues* A story with a Moscow dateline inferred that
Soviet leaders would prefer Pompidou as president because
he would probably adhere to basic Gaullist policies con-
cerning French involvement in NATO* Foher had stressed
this issue since the day he announced his intention to run
for president i however • his views were never mentioned in
any article*
Coverage on the sixth issue was very thorough even
though it was only discussed in three issues* Correspond-
ent Morgan was the first reporter to recognize the
importance of the issue of the dissolution of the National
Assembly and the role of the president*
On May 3 he saidi
There is another concept emerging in the election
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arbiter remaining above politics but not in the
powerful sense that General de Gaulle remained above
politics. Acting President Alain Poher would seem to
personalise this idea very well* if he should become
the centrist candidate. 21
This article was particularly noteworthy because it
completely explained the issue* and correctly interpreted
Poher's position before the issue itself* and Poher's stand
became known.
On May 24 Morgan said, "One remarkable feature of
Mr. Poher's campaign is his aim to make the French presi-
dency a much weaker agency than General de Gaulle hoped it
would be." 22
Zn discussing the possible dissolution of Parlia-
ment Morgan reported that Poher Mintended to let the
majority stand so as to avoid chaos in Parliament which
23
might result from elections returning many factions.
"
The seventh issue was mentioned only twice and
never adequately explained. The Interim President's posi-
tion was presented in two lines in the May 24 summary.
Pompidou was never mentioned When this issue was discussed*
The fflllwiukim Journal placed fifth in number of
items and seventh in total column inches. Xt mentioned
each item at least once, and also scored 100 per cent. In
many cases the issues were only mentioned and not discussed.
Thirteen news items were included during the month of May;
however* nine of them were one and two paragraph stories
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Ho issue received sore than one paragraph of
coverage in any single item. A "Hews In Brief** story on
May 21 described Alain Poher's position on all seven
issues in only eight lines. In many cases this was the
only mention of his stand on a particular issue*
While the candidates* positions were set forth*
even though briefly* the importance of the issues them-
selves was not fully explained.
A typical example of a candidate's stand on one of
the election questions was the short description of Poher's
interpretation of the powers of the president. In a
May 18 story the ^Qurnjl1 reported thats "Poher, making his
first campaign speech on national T.v. . said he would toe a
president of all Frenchmen and would satisfy himself with
guaranteeing* arbitrating and inspiring government
action. " This was the only time Poher's name was linked
with the issue.
Pompidou' s stand on several of the issues was
included in a brief story on May 21. After describing the
Oaullist candidate's position* the story* which was compiled
news sources* indicated that Mthe election is shaping
up increasingly as a duel between Interim President Alain
25
Poher and former Premier Georges Pompidou. " This view
had been accepted as fact by most of the other papers
during the first week of May.
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A one paragraph story on June 1 summarized the
candidates* stands on several issues.
"The two front running candidates have proclaimed
their desire for better relations with the United States*
Britain's admission into the Common Market and an end to
France *s walkout from BATO."
In addition to being brief* the story is shallow
and misleading* Relations with the U. S. never became an
important campaign issue* It was mentioned occasionally by
both candidates only when discussing the Borth Atlantic
Treaty Organisation. The story gives the impression that
Pompidou* should he become president* would immediately
encourage Britain's admission into the European Common
Market and rejoin NATO* On the contrary* Pompidou said
that France would not become an active NATO member* but
would "remain faithful to the Alliance. * This was a
promise that was frequently made by de Gaulle too. His
pronouncements on Britain and Common Market membership
differed from de Gaulle's because the General had flatly
refused to even discuss the situation. The journal was the
only paper to conclude that Pompidou openly advocated
immediate British Common Market entry.
The journal ' a total number of news items and fifth
place standing do not reflect the mediocre coverage given
to the campaign and election issues*
The &&• iQiiiA PjpJLfc-Iiiapatch* which placed seventh
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in number of iteias and eighth in total column inches* also
mentioned each issue at least once* and scored 100 per
cent. Pompidou a s stand on issues one* four* six* and seven
was included in a May 10 article* Poher's position on all
major issues was explained on May 18. Both articles
contained direct quotes from the candidates. Included was
the Gaul list's promise to "take a fresh look at the problem
of European unification** and Poher's statement that he was
27
"shocked by de Gaulle's arms embargo against Israel.
"
This article explained that Poher's concept of an
"arbitrating president" was designed to win votes of those
favoring a president who does not sake vital decisions
without consultations with the Cabinet and Parliament.
Though no issue was mentioned more than five times
the PQat-pispatch presented satisfactory descriptions for
all campaign issues except the franc and freedom of infor-
mation on radio and T.V. Both of these issues were only
briefly mentioned in a campaign summary on June 1. The
radio and T.V. issue was mentioned again in a June 3 story
which described Pompidou a s changing campaign style. It
said that Pompidou had "dropped his role as the General's
dauphin end assumed a position on freedom of radio and T.V.
purporting to suggest that he is as progressive as his
29
anti-Gaullist opponent. " This inference of Poher's
position is the only statement of his feeling on the issue*
The t,oiii*vnie Cfituxiex-JQuxnal mentioned only five
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issues* scoring 72 per cent. The issues Which were covered
were done so in a rather limited and incomplete manner*
There was only one mention of the nuclear issue and the
Israeli arms embargo. One paragraph in an article on
May 28 summarised Poher's views on Britain* N*TG, the
Geneva talks* the Middle East and the franc. Pompidou *s
position was rmv^x explained on the "force de frappe* and
the arms embargo.
The issue of Britain and the Common Market was
mentioned five times but the candidates* views were only
given in one item.
The franc was mentioned on three occasions* without
an explanation of any candidate's position. The only
connection between Pompidou and this issue was included in
a story on May 1* when Valerie Giscard d'Estaing said that
Pompidou had assured him he "intended to insure the defense
30
of the franc." This was not the Gaullist candidate's
last* nor his most important* statement on this issue.
Poher's statement to halt spending on "prestige projects"
represented total Couriar.-Journal reporting on the Centrist
candidate's stand on the issue.
The NATO question was mentioned seven times and was
the only one that was thoroughly explained. Several
articles included information on the long-standing French
policy of "de-integration." Pertinent statements by the
candidates were included in other stories in May.
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The Chicmga Ixifcuna, sixth in number of items and
fifth in total inches* carried aix issues with 86 par cent*
Even though issue number one waa mentioned eight tinea and
number five* aevan times* both were given superficial
coverage. Issues two and four ware mentioned only once*
and three and seven on two occasions. Issue six waa not
covered. The majority of the Chififlgft Tribnna stories were
from French correspondent Edward Eorhbach.
The Gaulliat candidate 'a views were explained in
several stories. Poher's stand on each of the aix issues
which the Chicago TxiUunft covered was included in an
article which appeared three days before the first ballot.
This particular article included the only mention of the
Centrist's position on each of these issues.
The Atlanta CQnatifcUtioa mentioned six of the
issues with 86 per cent. Coverage in May waa extremely
light* with only six articles devoted to the election. The
British issue was mentioned seven times* the Israeli issue
five times and the NATO and radio and T.V. issues three
times. The Geneva talks and the franc were mentioned once.
The role of the president was not covered.
The British issue was briefly described in several
stories, in the end of April and when Giscard d'Estaing
endorsed the former Prime Minister. It was not included
again until May 25. The conetitmtion reprinted the
MMh
^mrtQn JfcfiaVs article which discussed Pompidou «s
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suspected final break with Gaullist policy on Britain and
the Common Market*
The remaining five issues were not discussed until
May 28 in a summary story by the j&gw. XQX& Ttmsa* Henry
Tanner. This particular article included only Poher's
position on these issues. The Gaullist candidate's were
never mentioned in any article.
The last place HaJU £££**£. JQUSftsl * though it
mentioned six of the issues* adequately covered only the
dissolution of the national Assembly and the role of the
president. All but two of the stories printed in May were
one paragraph long.
The two stories which were longer than a paragraph
were devoted to a personal history of the two major candi-
dates and an explanation of issue six. This was the
extent of coverage in the Mail &LCA8& £QU£Aal* a "national
newspaper* that serves a broad spectrum of national and
31international news users. M
Table III shows that all but four of the prestige
papers mentioned each issue at least once* thus achieving a
perfect score of 100 per cent, h comparison between
Tables II and III shows the volume of coverage had little
bearing on the percentage of key election issues mentioned.
The ugh xqtjl xiaaa* Washington £fiat and lg* Angalaa












All of the key issues extensively.
The LQuiavilla Cousiar-.lQurnfll* which placed fourth
in total number of news items and number of column inches*
was the only paper to mention five of the seven issues*
with 72 per cent.
The Christian Scianca Monitor was eighth in total
news items and sixth in column inches but mentioned all of
the issues. The HilWaUKftC ilournfil* fifth in news items and
seventh in inches, also mentioned each of the key issues*
The &i. Louis Ea&fc-Piiaatch ranked seventh in
number of items and eighth in total inches. Zt too had 100
per cent mention of the issues.
The Atlanta Constitution was in ninth position in
both volume categories and mentioned six issues with 86 per
cent. The Chicago Tribune* sixth in items and fifth in
inches* also mentioned six issues.
The Mall Straat Journal occupied the bottom posi-
tion* yet mentioned six of the seven issues.
The question of British entry into the Common
Market (1) received the moat citations. It was mentioned
in 82 news items. All of the papers covered this issue.
The Washington £q&L included the issue in 13 stories* and
led all the others. The issue was mentioned more times
than any other one in every paper but the ^o>»-i<»r»jQurnal
.
The HATO issue* number five* was mentioned in 58
news items for second place in the overall total. Bach
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papar included the issue* with the J,** Angara JLJjnoa taking
the top spot with 12 itarns* Tha fta«fring*-.on £ga£ waa second
with nine items and tha SaM YQgK Xiffi&ft third with eight
items*
Tha thiru biggest issue was the Israeli arms
embargo (3). It was carried in 53 news items in all papers.
The LQ& /toggles Tiffing again led all papers with the inclu-
sion of the issue in 11 items. The Waahy^^n £pj*t and tha
lea* XadS, limtSL were again second and third, respectively*
with ten and eight nows items.
The issue of the franc (4) was covered in 37
articles. The Waahlag&fla £00£ included the issue in nine
items and led all papers. Tha U/em Y.OX& Hiu&a and the Lqsl
flTTC* 1 *! Slm&a shared the second spot with five items. All
of the papers mentioned it at least once.
The Geneva Disarmament Negotiations (2) were dis-
cussed 34 times to get fifth place among the issues. The
Lot Angaiaa 3Li»G& was the leader again with seven items.
The wimftipgrpn £ojsjt took second, with eight stories* and
the Jtett XacX Tims third, with four stories. The COjirisg-
Jgurnal * Atlanta Constitution, and Chisago Trinuna
mentioned the issue only once and the Hall St&gat Journal
ignored it completely.
The sixth issue* role of the president and dis-
solution of the National Assembly* placed sixth in number
of items with a total of 29. The Jfett *Q** Xinuaa. was the
001
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leader and included the issue in nine items* The
MMhingtftn £OUL was second, with six* and the Las *»g«3,es,
Xiffiaa third, with four items. The Atlanta CQnat.itttti.Qft,
CQitfittr-jQULgnftl and Chisago ^%qt did not cover the
issue.
The issue of freedom of information on government
controlled radio and television (7) placed last on the list
with 26 items. The Haw yor^ Times included the issue in
seven stories. Only the Couriar-JQUxnal did not mention it.
Main PsvalQBftsntfl
Just as important as the mention of key election
issues was the coverage of main campaign and election
developments. This additional aspect of comprehensiveness
was examined to ascertain whether those prestige papers
that scored high on volume and coverage of key election
issues also covered the main developments.
In order to test this aspect of comprehensiveness a
list of 20 major news breaks was selected from the campaign
and election articles included in the I ntfiJ> national B&&A1&
T
T'
lhH 1V> and le MoxtfLe.. The selection of main developments
involved some degree of objectivity. Xt was necessary to
rely on the news judgment of the editors of both newspapers.
However, each of the main developments that were selected
appeared in both of the papers. The list, with dates, of
main campaign and election development* follows)
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1. April 23—General de Gaulle resigns after he
fails to receive a majority vote of confidence on the
referendum.
2. April 29—Former Prime Minister Georges Pompidou
announces his candidacy end immediately receives the
endorsement of the Gaullist Party*
3. May i—Valerie Giscard d'Sstaing* one of the
most influential trench political leaders and chairman
of the Independent Republicans* supports Pompidou*
4* May 2 through May 7—Unsuccessful attempts to
formulate a new "Third Force " in French politics of all
leftists* centrists and right wing socialists*
Attempts to unite the parties of Jean Lecanuet* Gaston
Defferre* Michel Rocard and Alain Poher into a new
Unified Socialist Party fail* Results t (a) Gaston
Defferre becomes a candidate of the Socialist Party*
(b) Michel Rocard becomes a candidate of the United
Socialist Party* (c) Jacques Duclos will represent the
Communist Party* and (d) Francois Mitterand* Socialist
candidate in the 1965 election* withdraws his support
of Defferre*
5* May 9—Results of first public opinion poll
printed in l& XigACa* Pompidou 50*5% and Poher 49*5%.
6* May 11—De Gaulle leaves Colombey~X<es Duex-
Eglises for an extended vacation in Ireland. Upon
arrival he issues a statement saying he will not return
for the election* Prior to his departure de Gaulle had
not endorsed* nor indicated his support* for Pompidou*
7. May 12—Alain Poher announces his candidacy*
8* May 14—Second public opinion poll indicates
Poher would defeat Pompidou in a runoff by a margin of
56% to 44%.
9. May 12 through May 14—First major pronounce-
ments by both candidates on the subject of the role of
the president* and the dissolution of the National
Assembly.
10. May 16—Pierre Mendes-France, former Premier in
the Fourth Republic* agrees to run as Gaston Defferre *s
Prime Minister-designate.
11. May 16 and 17—The candidacies of Alain Xrivine*
Trotskyite* and Louis Ducatel* Independent* are













12* May 17—George* Pompidou raplias to charge* by
the defense In the Delon-Markovic affair.
13. May 22—Le Monde indicates that 67% would prefer
an "umpire M as president* and 23% prefer a president
who decides the "broad lines'* of policy. Latest SOFRES
poll i Pompidou 41% and Poher 30%.
14. May 22—Alain Poher *s seven-point speech.
15. May 30 and 31—Final radio and T.V. appeals by
all candidates.
16. June 1—The first ballot. Results* Pompidou,
43.9%, Poher 23.4%, and Duclos 21. S%.
17. June 3—Spokesmen for the Communist Party call
upon those who voted for Jacques Duclos in the first
round to abstain in the runoff ballot.
18. June 8—Runoff campaign officially opens.
19. June 12--Former Premier Antoine Pinay endorses
Pompidou.
20. June 15—Final ballot. Pompidou wins* 57.3%,
and Poher 42.4% with 30.9% abstaining.
Table XV shows coverage of these main developments
by the ten prestige papers. As in the case of coverage of
key election issues* significant differences occurred both
in number and amount of coverage given the selected
developments. The Atlanta Constitution* uauiaville
Camiiar-Journal, Hilvautee Jaarnaj and the Hall Street
Journal handled many of the developments in a few words.
On the other hand, the flew XorJt Xizaaa, Washington Post. IG&
&ny*ia* Tlasfl, and occasionally the Christian Sciance
BanJJtAE, often devoted entire articles to a description of
a specific development.
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1. X X X X X X X X X X
2. X X X X X X X X X X
3. X X X X X X X X
4. X X X X X X X X X
5. X X X X X
6* X X X X X X X X X X
7. X X X X X X X X X
8. X X X X X X
9. X X X
10. X X X X X X
11. X X X X X
12. X X
13. X X X X X X X X X X
14. X X X X
15* X X X X X X X X
16. X X X X X X X X X X
17. X X X X X X X X X
18. X X X X X X X
19. X X X X
20. X X X X X X X X X X
Total 19 11 16 16 20 12 10 11 14 16
Per cent 95 55 80 80 100 60 50 55 70 80
Notes The 20 main developments are in the left hand
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Da Gaulle *s resignation was covered very extensively
by all of the ten papers. It was an event with true
international significance. Every paper included at least
five articles in their April 28 issue. ISach of the three
previously mentioned leaders in total volume included
almost 30 news items on the General* a resignation. These
totals of the jfeu York lima*. Washington £fifi& and £&&
Angm-\*>m Timow were significantly higher because they
presented additional information on Interim President Alain
Poher# the probability of Georges Pompidou *s candidacy*
possible campaign issues and general background information
on the French electoral system. These items were carried
in addition to full coverage of the referendum defeat and
the general* s resignation*
All of the papers also carried the announcement of
Georges Pompidou *s candidacy. Even those papers which gave
incomplete coverage to the key election issues recognized
the importance of this main development. The Has* Xfitck
XioaA and Hashington £st&t took the opportunity to describe
probable support from leading trench politicians. The Hs&
XQE& TJLamA included lengthy comments by seven important
public figures. Among those surveyed werei Valerie Giscard
d*Estaing# Jean Jacques Servain-Schreiber, writer and
influential centrist « Jacques Cheban~Delmas« important
Gaul list and presently Pompidou *s Prime Minister « and
Hubert Beuve-Mary* publisher of l&
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Several of the paper* included Giscard d'Estaing's
statement that he would prefer a candidate who had not
previously been engaged in partisan party politics* Those
papers which included this statement agreed he was
definitely not speaking about Pompidou. Several speculated
that he had in mind Interim President Alain Poheri others
thought he would support former Premier Antoine Pinay.
Valeria Giscard d*Sstaing*s political about face
and announcement that he would support Pompidou was men-
tioned in all of the papers except the &£. T/»iia £oj&~
PiapitCh and MllwauKftQ Journal* In describing the
endorsement the MtOL yq^ Xiiuafi. went so far as to says
"For Pompidou d tSstaing*s endorsement opened the
way for support from other centrist leaders and thus* only
two days after do Gaulle's departure the former Prime
Minister appeared to have the succession battle all but
won. *
The Chicago ZrJLbUBm* CQurlar-Journal and Hail
mtiTmm* journal apparently failed to recognise the importance
of the d'Bstaing endorsement. Only a few sentences were
devoted to this development in these papers. They merely
mentioned d'Estaing's "backing Pompidou " and the fact that
the Independent Republicans represented the Gaullist "right
wing"— a fact that was insignificant and confusing without
a general explanation of the French political spectrum.
It should be noted that Giscard d'Estaing campaigned
-i a^sqsq















for Pompidou throughout the entire country for the full
eight weeks. Hie speeches were given front page coverage
in the jnta,rnatiQnai iterate TrJUaunfl and ia nao£a.
with the exception of the Chicago Tribune* CaurJuex-
Journal and Wall atra&t Journal * all of the papers
explained that d'sstaing had decided to support the
Gaullist candidate only after receiving "assurances" that
Pompidou would not blindly follow Gaullist doctrine on
foreign and domestic issues.
An Associated Press article carried in the Afciai^a
Constitution accurately presented the importance of the
endorsements
"The support of the Independent Republicans* which
has a wide middle-class backing* was a sizable boost for
the Pompidou candidacy, widespread middle-class defection
was held largely responsible for the defeat of last
33Sunday's referendum."
The unsuccessful leftist "Third Force 1* and the
subsequent candidacies of Gaston Defferre* Michel Rocard
and Jacques Ouclos occurred over a five-day period. This
was covered by all of the papers except the ftoujavi? l«
Courier-Journal. The Hall fi££fiai Journal devoted one short
article to it while the ChrJPtiftn SciunCfi Monitor covered
it and re-covered it until the third week in May. As the
development unfolded all but the Christian SciflftCQ Monitor
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Hitterand, would not be a powerful uniting force* In fact*
be withdrew his support from the Socialist Party candidate*
Gaston Defferre, on May 6.
All of the papers explained the reasons for the
Communist decision not to back the Socialist candidate* as
they had done in 1965 « and to run a candidate of their own*
Chapter II described the accuracy and importance of
the public opinion polls in forecasting the referendum
defeat* The polls taken during the election were conducted
by independent organizations* and accurately described the
changing voter strength of the major candidates*
The first poll was published in the weekly
I*u Figaro on May 9* Results were carried in the Mm. XSiiX
XiioftA* Mnwaufrrtfl Journal , Washington £aa&« Chicago Triune,
And Loa. *ngn'i "'m Tlnni The poll indicated that in a runoff
election Pompidou would receive 50*5 per cent of the vote
and Poher 49*5 p&s cent* This was an amazing show of voter
strength for the Interim President who had not announced
his decision to run* or asde any speeches* The Washington
JtesJL story was typical of the information presented in the
Jim York Times,, Chicago Tribune and ma. Angelas xlama.
"If Poher becomes a candidate the poll indicates
that Pompidou would be forced into a runoff and that it
could be a close contest* With no leftist candidate in the
second round leftist voters are considered more likely to
34
switch their support to Poher than Pompidou."
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The Mnw*gw>« journal cii£ not directly mention the
survey but commented in a short one paragraph item that
"the former premier is now given only an even chance in
35public opinion polls* **
On May 11 General de Gaulle left unexpectedly on an
extended vacation in Ireland. Upon arrival he issued a
statement which said he would not return for the election.
Prior to his departure the General had not endorsed nor
indicated his support for Pompidou in any way. A biograph-
ical sketch of the General printed in the fiatt York sjjaaa on
April 28 said that even the slightest utterance or movement
by the General was a national news maker. Apparently this
was so—-even in retirement—for all of the papers carried
de Gaulle's unexpected absence from France.
The Atlanta ConfitituUpn was the only paper which
did not cover Alain Poher's announcement that he would run
for the presidency. All of the papers explained, some with
more detail than others* that Poher's candidacy would pose
a serious threat to Pompidou.
Minimum coverage was presented in an eight-line
story in the "Hews In Brief" section in the J&U&ail&aa
Journal
>
Coverage in the Courier-Journal and Wall Stxafit
Journal exceeded that of the MilWBuXaa Journal by one line.
In the "Kews Roundup* the Courier-Journal said only that
36
"Poher is regarded as a formidable threat to Pompidou.
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More complete coverage was presented in the Hue
XQXJk TimA«. Washington Pjaafc and l&L A"ga1a* Tjj&aft.
Results of the second major public opinion poll
were released on May 14. According to the poll by IFOP
(French Public Opinion Institute) • Poher would defeat
Pompidou by a margin of 56 to 44 per cent in a runoff
ballot* The results were particularly important for two
reasons. One. the poll was commissioned by yranca-soir. a
strongly Gaullist mass circulated daily; and. two* it was
actually conducted prior to Poher *s announcement that he
was a presidential candidate* Results of the survey were
covered in all papers except the £Qat-Qlgftstch« Christian
Science Monitor. Atlanta Constitution and trail Street
Journal*
The Ssol XfitrjL Xiaaa, lsul flagslea Ik&t and WaahingtQa
£&&& explained the significance of the results instead of
merely listing the percentages.
The item printed in the Courier-Journal typified
coverage of the remaining papers which covered the develop-
ment!
"This confirms the findings of earlier surveys
which had shown Pompidou leading in the first round but
falling short of a majority and thus making a runoff neces-
sary. There will be seven candidates in the first round
37









The reason for POher's percentage was not
explained.
An example of more complete coverage was found in
the Mem Xttcfc xtayaa*
"Alain Poher, the Interim President* became the
odds-on favorite today in the race for the succession to
General de Gaulle in the election to be held June 1.
Today's poll shows that Poher would inherit most of the
leftist votes apparently because leftists consider him the
|e
lesser evil."
The issue of the role of the president and the dis-
solution of the National Assembly should Poher win became
an important area of debate only after the Centrist
declared his candidacy. By emphasizing that Poher would be
faced with a Gaullist majority in the Rational Assembly*
Pompidou sought to rekindle old fears of weak fourth Repub-
lican governments in which the premiers could not control
the Assembly deputies.
The papers that did not mention this development
were the Milwaukee OcuuujaaL* At ^ ant « CQimtitusiOfl' Sail
atreat Journal and the um. anq»l«. Xiao*.
On May 16 Socialist candidate Gaston Defferre
announced that former premier Pierre Mendes~France would
become his Prime Minister should he be elected. This was
an unprecedented move in French presidential elections. It
was the first time a presidential candidate had named his
on m
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Prirae Minister before being elected. Deffarre's announce-
ment that Mendes-France would take an active role during
the campaign signaled the initiation of an American style
two-candidate party ticket.
Even though he had not held an important government
position since the days of the fourth Republic * Mendes-
France remained the spiritual leader of many French
intellectuals and liberals. By naming Mendes-France as his
Premier-designate X>efferre was attempting to add a bit of
luster to his candidacy and mobilize undecided leftist
voters.
Only the S&» Xorfc Sines explained the importance of
the Mendes-France re-emergence.
A one paragraph item in the Christian Sclmnce
Hon,U fir was typical of coverage of this main development by
most papers. An article which appeared in the "Mews
Briefly" section saidi "Socialist presidential candidate
Gaston Defferre said Thursday he would appoint Pierre
39Mendes-France as his Premier if elected."
On May 16 and May 17 Alain Krivine, Trotekyite# and
Louis Ducatel, "candidate for everyone who is unhappy*"
were certified as legal presidential candidates by the
national Assembly. This certification was included in all
papers except the Atlanta Constitution, Chicago Tribune*
Hail Street Journal and loA *"q«**« Tinea. Their candi-
dacies were eventually mentioned in all papers except the
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Both candidates* especially Louis i>ucatel* ware
examples of typical "folklorique" candidates described in
the previous chapter* They did not pose a serious threat
to Pompidou or Poher. It seemed as if the prospect of free
radio and T.V. time greatly influenced their decisions to
seek the presidency. Only the wa^^frnn jostt saw the
humor in their candidacies. An article by the £o*£'s
Donald ioucheim saidt
As a bonus to the 2*000 employees of his largest
company Ducatel distributes 50 of his paintings in an
annual lottery. As he told a recent interviewer,
"those unlucky workers who are unable to receive one of
my paintings have to content themselves with a mere
cash bonus. " ... Ducatel modestly described his
ability as a T.V. campaigner* "I'm terrific." he
said. 40
Even campaigns in France include a bit of the
sensational. On May 17 the defense lawyer for a former
gangster* who was accused of murdering movie star Alain
Delon's bodyguard* demanded that Mr. and Mrs. Pompidou be
called as witnesses at his trial.
It was widely publicised in France that the
Fompidous had been charter members of the French jet set
when he worked for the Rothschild Bank. Mrs. Pompidou
patronised the leading fashion designers in Paris and both
she and her husband were admirers of "haute culture. • They
spent their holidays in St. Tropes and St. Moritz and were
seen publicly with Alain Delon on several occasions. It
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would eagerly include this bit of foreign sensationalism.
This was not the case* Except for the £ett Xfick Xinsa and
Washington £&&& the item went completely unnoticed.
The results of two public opinion polls were
released on May 22. The first poll* published in 1a £ood&#
indicated that 67 per cent of the French voters preferred
an "umpire" as president* the type Alain Poher said he
would be if elected* while only 23 per cent indicated their
preference for a president who decides the "broad lines of
policy** as Pompidou said he would do if elected.
The second survey was the latest SOFRES poll.
Results revealed that Pompidou *s first round popularity had
remained stable with 41 per cent* while Main Poher 's had
dropped from 37 to 30 per cent. Pompidou* s followers
emphasized the importance of this poll and Poher *s backers
naturally publicised the results of the l& &QE&& survey.
The results of both polls were included in all of the
papers.
On Nay 22 Alain Poher discarded his heretofore mild
mannered campaign approach and strongly attacked the
Gaullist candidate in his seven-point speech. In his
second televised speech* Poher set forth his position on
each of the seven key issues.
He charged that the "force de frappe* was a costly
failure and not truly effective. He advocated incorporating
France's nuclear force in an Allied organization. The
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Centrist nominee indicated he did not agree with the
Israeli arms embargo, and he said if elected he intended to
eliminate the Information Ministry as one step in ensuring
impartial radio and T.V. coverage. Many of these positions
had been stated before but not in such a forceful manner
and not on national television.
The 8aa* XQsk Zim&a* l#o& JNogmlma XJjmui and
Wsehinyton £q&£ were the only papers to cover the speech*
£ach of them included several quotes from the Interim
President as he detailed his position on the various
issues.
Final radio and T.V. appeals by the candidates
between May 28 and 31 made all of the papers except the
Hall atxejiLt Oouxaal. The Hew Xorjfc Tjjas* and Kaahing.ton
Post, which had given detailed coverage to the previous
developments* devoted several stories to the candidates'
final speeches. Stories by the Hil&Mkkm. JPitfBftl* Courier-
Journal, and flfcl ants Cffin**i.»ution were typically brief.
The HAll strf[* fc Journal did not mention the final
speeches * while the Atlanta Constitution* instead of
describing the presidential hopefuls* last T.V. appearances*
repeated previous poll results.
The May 31 Atlanta Constitution story said* "The
polls predicted that in Sunday's first round vote Pompidou
will poll 40 per cent of the vote; Poher 30 per cent and
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This information was misleading and incomplete. It
was correct to say that the poll results indicated that the
"remaining" five candidates would receive the "remaining"
30 per cent of the vote.
Actually the survey said that Jacques Ducios would
receive about 18 per cent of the vote* with the rest being
divided among the other candidates. Defferre*s percentage
variod from four to eight per cent. The Constitution
article gives the impression that 30 per cent of the votes
would be equally divided among all of the five lesser
candidates.
The next main development was the first ballot on
June 1. All of the papers covered the vote and emphasized
the strong showing by Ducios* Pompidou received 43.9 per
cent* Poher 23.4 per cent and Ducios 21.5 per cent.
Several papers* among them the ws^hiifflgt;on £oa£» S&at XfiX&
TJkia&a and Christian Sciance Monitor* mentioned the possi-
bility that Communist voters might abstain on the runoff.
This was the next main development and was carried
by all papers but the Poat
-
Dispatch- On June 3 spokesmen
for the Communist Party called upon those who had voted for
Jacques Ducios in the first round to abstain in the runoff
ballot. They argued that Poher and Pompidou represented a
choice between "cholera" and the "plague. The Communist
decision to abstain virtually eliminated Poher as a serious
contender. Because the Centrist needed practically all of
.*
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the Communist votes to defeat the former Prime Minister,
Pompidou suggested that Poher withdraw. Poher declined and
promised a more vigorous campaign in the weeks to follow.
Each of the papers covered this development.
The Chrjatiin Science. Monitor presented several
interesting theories as to why the Communists ordered the
abstention*
The call for abstention said that both presidential
candidates stood for "reactionary u groups in French
society. It did not say that the Soviet Union prefers
the Gaul list Mr. Pompidou to the middle-road Mr. Poher.
It did not say that the Gaullist foreign policy has
always suited Moscow better than the pro-American*
pro-Atlantic policy that Mr. Poher has been promising
to follow ... If all the persons who usually vote
Communist withhold their support for Poher he has no
chance of election. 4^
The runoff campaign officially opened on June •
with both candidates trying to capture some of the
Communist votes without alienating their own party members.
Opening day pronouncements by Pompidou and Poher made the
Umt Xoxfc Tiasa. Milwaukee Journal* Washington £o&£, Atlanta
Constitution and the lea Angeles Xiiaes. For all practical
purposes the campaign was over* thus all of the articles*
including the ones in the Matt YorX Times and Waah.ingt.on
Pjaafc* were unusually brief.
On June 12 former Premier Antoine Pinay endorsed
the Gaullist candidate. Pinay was an extremely popular
Premier in the Fourth Republic and was de Gaulle's Finance
Minister in 1953 when he successfully carried out the
devaluation of the franc* Pinay still enjoyed extensive
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popularity among the provincial middle class voters* the
main source of Poller's support. Thus his move to back
Pompidou put the final nail in Poher* a coffin.
The endorsement was covered only in the Miiwauka^
Journal, WaahifigtQi. PJMLt and Chicago Tribum. This was the
only main development not covered by the £sM VQf^ XinaA*
On June 15 Georges Pompiaou was elected President
with 57 .a per cent of the vote. Poher received 42.4 per
cent and 30.9 per cent abstained. All of the papers
covered the Pompidou victory. In the ^iu& it seemed as if a
majority of Frenchmen had more confidence in Pompidou as a
political leader. They felt he was a man with a policy and
the ability to apply it. The "Poher phenomenon* came to an
end just as abruptly as it had begun eight weeks previously.
Jonathan C. Randal oba^xv<id in a waaHlggt-^n £oo& story
thatt
Poher, steeped in the polite ways of the Senate for
23 years* that most conservative institution in this
most conservative country* failed in his advisers' eyes
because he never really tried until it was too late.
"The pity is he learned to campaign in the last
days of the campaign* " an admirer lamented* "and by
then the voters were fed up with communiques and
speeches. "*3
Henry Giniger* reporting in Paris for the Unt York.
T4 n»ffi arrived at a similar conclusions
"Mr. Poher really began to fight the battle of the
final balloting only in the last week* and as one woman
supporter remarked regretfully* *Xt*s too bad* he has
. 15 m















The Washington fcoafc and the Reat YqkX Tiraea were the
only papers to observe one of the most striking features of
the election. Pompidou had achieved his victory without
the support of a single leading Gaullist, in or out of the
Cabinet* and without General de Gaulle's endorsement and
enceuragement
•
The Washington Haafc. was the only paper to score 100
per cent and cover all 20 main developments. The {jew YQrl*
7JLoe& was second with coverage of 19 developments and 95
per cent. Three papers, the Hilwaufcaa Journal* Christian
Science, ftQnitPX and i^s. ftng»lft§ Timea. covered all but four
developments for 80 per cent. The Chicago Tribung covered
14. for 70 per cent, and the CQUgier-Jtouxnfll covered 12.
with 60 per cent. The g&sJL-pigftatCh and fttlsntft ConstitU~
iioja tied for ninth place with coverage of 11 main develop-
ments and 55 per cent. The Stall SUCftfi£ Journal was last,
covering only 10 developments.
Every main development was covered by at least five
papers. One quarter of the developments were mentioned by
all of the papers. The largest gap in coverage was by the
Atlanta Constitution, which covered no developments from
May 11 through May 22.
A comparison of Tables X. XX, XXX and IV shows that
those papers that led in volume also scored high in coverage
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Table V lists a complete source breakdown. There
were almost four times as many foreign as domestic stories*
A total of 206 stories carried foreign datelines compared
to 87 domestic stories* The majority of news items from
the am tfaris ixmsk* Washington MqmSl* Christian ScioflCfl
Monitor.* Chisago, Trjhunja and xoa im&Xsm. Tines were from
foreign correspondents in Paris* The other papers carried
stories by the Associated Press* United Press International*
as well as the Mew York Times Mews Service and Washington
Post* Los Angeles Times Mews Service*
The campaign was not really a nationwide effort*
thus all but a few of the articles carried a Paris dateline*
The AP and UP I each accounted for 39 foreign news
stories* The Cauriar-jQurnei * Uim Xqc& Uiaaa and Washington
Host did not include any UP I foreign stories* The rest of
the papers carried about the same number from each wire
service* The Christian fi^i|i«y?o Monitor and Hall ?%****
Journal were the only papers that did not carry any AP and
UPI foreign stories* The British news agency* Reuters*
accounted for nine news items* There were no stories
attributed to the Agence Prance Presse* the Preneh news
agency*
There were seven AP domestic news items and no UP
2
domestic news items*
The AP* with 55 wirephotos* outnumbered the UPI*
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Staff Story,
Domestic IX 12 3 5 9 4 12 3 4 19 87
Staff Story,
Foreign 79 25 | 44 4 24 30 206
AP Story,
Domestic 2 1 3 1 7
AP Story,




Foreign I 16 9 4 2 39
Other Story,
Domestic 4 1 1 2 3 3 2 15
Other Story,
Foreign 6 1 6 1 26 4 6 6 63
AP Photo 8 6 2 S 9 1 6 3 7 55
UPI Photo 7 4 1 2 3 2 1 25
Staff Photo 2 2 3 7
Other Photo 2 3 5
Other 1 1 2 2 3 9
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with 25* by mora than two to one. There wore only seven
staff photos. Five photos did not include s source.
A comparison of the figures in Tables I* II# III
and IV revealed that* with only a few exceptions* those
which acorec high in volume also scored high in
of key election issues and main developments
covered. In several cases* however* more news items
printed did not necessarily mean a corresponding bulk in
total number of inches nor did a high volume total indicate
greater coverage of key issues and main developments.
The top three papers in total volume* the J&sw XorJk
XAffititft* Hashingtnn £aa&* and jjaa Anqwle* lima* remained in
the top positions with only minor changes in coverage of
both issues and developments. The w**hlnq*ft" £qsJL« second
in number of news items and total column inches* was the
only paper to cover all of the seven issues and 20 main
developments. The Jlafit XaxK Time* led in total volume and
covered all of the issues and all but one development. The
third place loa. Afi0fcl*A Xiaaa covered all of the issues and
16 main developments.
An examination of Table III showed that the
&t. Louis gojurBiaastch* Hi1w«ukftn Journal and Chriatlaa
'flislYTil Monitor , which scored low in total volume* carried
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covered all of the main developments, or scored above 80
per cent.
The Christ A ail Science Monitor* eighth in number of
items* covered all of the issues and all but four of the
main developments* The Louisville CQurJar-JflUXilfll, which
placed fourth in both number of items and column inches*
covered only 72 p^r cent of the issues and 60 per cent of
the developments. The Chicago Tribune , fifth in number of
inches and sixth in number of items* covered 36 per cent of
the issues and 70 per cent of the main developments.
The MilvauKfift Journal* which placed fifth in news
items and seventh in column inches* covered 30 per cent of
the main developments and all of the issues. However, a
descriptive analysis of Journal coverage showed that a
majority of the issues and developments were only mentioned
and not explained. This same kind of coverage also existed
on many occasions in the Atlanta ConatitttUon* £&• LfiiiiA
EoairDiapatfifr* icuisviUft CQuriflr-jQasnai, Chicago Trihuaa*
and HaUL &£rj&£. Journal
.
The Hall &&£&&£. iZoux&aJL* last in volume* mentioned
six issues and ten developments* in short one paragraph
summaries.
The first hypothesis* that **examination will show
the sample of ten prestige newspapers furnish measurable
differences among themselves in the length and number of
items and degree of coverage of issues and developments*
"
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examination of the tables* and analysis of the
content of the news items* revealed that the readers of
each newspaper were not provided with a continuing and
adequate account of campaign and election events and issues*
Readers of the lien X££& Xififift* Msehinfffcon EaaL and £&&
*n$*i*m XiffiSA would probably have received as much informa-
tion as from all the other papers combined. Coverage by
the christian Sciftftce &&&&&£• though weak in some areas*
was generally comprehensive and accurate.
The readers of the remaining papers were too often
given excessively brief* vague and inaccurate accounts of
election issues and developments. Coverage in each of
these papers was excellent on some issues and events* and
non-existent on others.
Information presented by the Atlanta Const.itUtAQft
and Wall SAXfiftJL Journal was generally Inadequate in all
areas of volume and comprehensiveness.
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CHAPTER XV
FOCUS OF COVERAGE
Another important question under investigation was
how the ten prestige newspapers covered the campaign. Did
these papers focus on the candidates and their progress or
on the issues of the campaign and election?
Accurate and meaningful coverage of the campaign
and election would include information on both issues and
candidates* A general insight into French election
processes* and an understanding of this particular election*
could not be gained from superficial reporting of either
the candidates or the issues. When important election
issues were completely ignored* or only briefly mentioned*
and when the candidates' progress was not consistently
reported the readers received fragmented* inaccurate views
of election issues and events.
Coverage which included descriptions of the issues
and the candidates and attempted to tie them together
within the context of the entire election picture provided
the reader with an understanding of the importance of the
election. An analysis of the focus of election coverage
would indicate whether the papers concentrated on the
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candidates and their progress or on the key issues. This
chapter is devoted to a discussion of the second hypothesis*
that "All of the papers will be found to focus on the
candidates and their progress rather than on the issues and
developments. " A description of the amount of coverage
given each candidate by each paper is also included. The
first section includes a description of coding procedures
for the second hypothesis*
Kama and Paxaaraafra
&ach news item was coded as a candidate or issue
item* or story, after determining the direction of the
individual paragraphs. The focus of the majority of the
individual paragraphs would indicate whether the story
concentrated on candidates or issues.
A paragraph that contained information on campaign
and election issues* though it may have mentioned the
candidates* was coded as an issue paragraph.
When the paragraph did not focus on the issues and
appeared to emphasise the candidates and their progress
alone it was coded as a candidate paragraph.
When the paragraph did not deal directly with
either candidates or issues it was coded as a background
paragraph.
There were 34 items which were not coded either
way. They included stories on the French "notables* the
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French election process, s humorous commentary by
columnist Art Buchwald and other content Which could not be
coded in either the candidate or issue category.
The ten prestige papers included a total of 280
candidate items and 2*939 paragraphs on the candidates*
There were 131 items and 1,494 paragraphs devoted
to the issues. The number of background paragraphs totaled
932.
Table VI shows there were twice as many total
articles on the candidates as on the issues. Each paper
concentrated more on the candidates than the issues.
Coverage by the &s& X0X& TJuBSJt* Washington ££&£.# and I&s
ftlBirltlti TJjbsjl was more closely balanced than the coverage
of the other papers. A three to two proportion between
candidate and issue items existed in these three papers.
The number of candidate items included by the fihrietjan
Sciancfl Monitor, LouiaviUft £ourJLar-jQurnal and Atlanta
cpnafcit-.ufcipn was more than double the number of issue
items. The at. xouift tsm&rViustatQh* Hilwoufrfifl Journal and
Chicago Trihuim carried three times as many candidate as
issue items. The greatest imbalance in coverage existed in
the mil straat Joqrqai where only two of 16 articles con-
centrated on the issues.
The campaign presented two very different personal-
ities. It was easy for the ten papers to describe the
personal mnd political differences between Georges Pompidou
-&vm*£ •;.-*• g .9 nl
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and Alain Poher. One was a Gaullist, a former Prime
Minister* an admirer of modern art and "haute culture* and
a past director of the Rothschild Bank in Paris. The other
was a little-known Centrist Mayor and Senator* a quiet
leader in the European Parliament* an enthusiastic gardener
and a man who had spent his entire life in the lower
echelons of the French governmental structure.
Alain Poher 's sudden rise to fame and recognition
seemed to symbolize the American concept of a fearless*
can-do, come- froar-behind political leader. Bare was a man
who successfully directed the opposition campaign against
General de Gaulle's constitutional referendum. Poher
suddenly became known as the man who single-handedly brought
about the General's retirement. Here was a man who
preferred to travel in his own private car* on the side
streets of Paris* escorted by only one motorcycle police-
man* not four or six* which customarily escorted the General
up and down the Champs Elysee. Not only had this little-
known French politician dared to take on de Gaulle himself*
as Interim President he also attacked the General's long-
standing policies.
The "Poher phenomenon** was good copy. Be was a
natural subject for human interest items. Several papers
concentrated their emphasis on Poher 's personality and did
not explain his position on the key issues.
Pompidou was given a great amount of coverage
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because he was a familiar Gaullist leader. He had been
de Gaulle's right hand man until he was "fired" by the
General in 1968. The majority of the papers emphasised the
fact that he was "fired" because the General was jealous of
the former Prime Minister's success in handling the
May/June 1968 crisis. The social life of Mr. and Mrs.
Pompidou was also mentioned in descriptions of the former
Prime Minister. Because he had fallen into disfavor with
de Gaulle* and the General had not endorsed his candidacy
*
Pompidou was also a kind of underdog in the campaign.
The && xqtJsl lifflftA. Washington £aafc and lbjl Angelas
flw^f included larger total numbers of news items* thus
their totals in both candidate and issue categories were
substantially higher than the other papers. Each of these
three papers included several articles which were personal
histories of the major candidates. The 8sat ZcrJi Times and
Washington £qj& also included stories on Jacques Duclos*
Gaston Defferre and Pierre Mendes-Prance. The majority of
the candidate articles were devoted to descriptions of the
voter strength of particular candidates as reflected in the
public opinion polls* the line up of parties and candidates
before and after the June 1 ballot* and the progress of the
candidates as they campaigned. The large number of candi-
dates* by American standards* may have helped to explain the
emphasis on the candidates.
As Table XV showed* each of these three papers
artJ Mid i»w Mt $ <tfe
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covered all the public opinion surveys. The poll results
were not listed in one paragraph summaries but explained in
the context of the entire campaign and election. Coverage
of the May 14 public opinion survey by the ffew Xfi£k TjjUUL
was typical of the reporting of poll results by the top
three papers.
According to a poll by the French Public Opinion
Institute (HOP)* one of the country's leading opinion
samplers* if the presidential election were held today*
Mr. Poher would defeat Georges Pompidou* the Gaullist
candidate* in a two-man race by 56 per cent to 44 per
cent.
The institute has had an excellent record of accuracy
in national elections. Today's poll was commissioned
by >fMg* &ojx# a strongly Gaullist mass circulated
daily. If accurate it reflects a dramatic reversal in
the fortunes of the two men. Today's poll shows that
Mr. Poher would inherit most of the leftist votes*
apparently because leftists consider him the lesser
evil.l
In addition to listing the results of the May 22
survey* the Washington £ojit described the results in rela-
tion to the previous polls and analysed the gains and
losses for each candidate. This particular poll was
important because it revealed sizable gains by the
Communist candidate* gains which would nearly sweep Jacques
Duclos into second place on June 1. The £ojlL explained
that as Duclos gained in voter strength Poher declined.
Poher registered his greatest single percentage drop* from
37 to 30 per cent* in this poll. The Washington £Q&t was
the only paper to carry the following Poher quotes
"I am not forgetting that a couple of weeks ago I
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was unknown in France* and 36 par cant or 37 par cant
bothered me. But 30 par cant seetas to be 8 good starting
point."2
These three papara also presented information on
tha progress of the candidates" campaigns. An example of
this was the May 24 article in tha Man XQ£& Xi&tfUL which
described new campaign tactics by Poher and Pompidou.
Both front*-running candidates have changed their
tactics during tha last few days. Mr. Poller, who had
bean dealing exclusively in good natured generalities,
now is discussing basic domestic and foreign policies
and is attacking Mr. Pompidou *s record as General de
Gaulle's Premier for six years. Mr. Pompidou* Who had
stressed his willingness to depart from past Gaullist
policies, is now once more standing on tha Gaullist
record and defending his own and the former President's
achievements •
3
This change in strategy was also reflected in the
candidate's last major T.V. speeches.
A May 30 story in the JU2A ft**?*8* 1 **11 TjLbmul presented
conclusions similar to those expressed in the Ess*. XOXjs.
TJUBsa. and Wishington £aex.
In the past 12 days the Gaullist candidate has
traveled by executive jet, helicopter and car to all
of Prance's 21 regions.
By contrast, the campaign travel of his major opponent,
Alain Poher, has been limited to a few journeys from
the Right Bank of Paris to the Left Bank.
Yet for all Pompidou 's whirlwind American-style campaign
activity, few voters seem to have switched into his
camp. His percentage remains at 41 as in tha previous
polls. 5
This was tha type of candidate reporting included
in the U&* XatiL TJjbbA* Washington £&&£ and JUam. ftagfll—
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It was interesting* often humorous* and informative*
Even though coverage in these three papers favored
the candidates* the issues were by no means neglected*
Election coverage included detailed descriptions of the
candidates' positions as they related to the campaign and
election issues and events. The progress of the candidates
was explained in the context of the total election situa-
tion* An accurate presentation of the complete election
picture included a clear description of the issues them-
selves*
A large percentage of total coverage in these three
papers involved a discussion of the issues* Over 40 per
cent of the stories in the Hast Xox& Xiaaa, JL&a Angela*
XJtaUL and Washington Jtoftt contained a majority of para-
graphs that discussed the key election issues* Though it
is difficult to determine an optimum proportion of candi-
date to issue items* the focus of election reporting in the
top three papers included comprehensive coverage of tooth
issues and candidates*
Coverage by the remaining seven papers did not
focus partly on candidates and partly on issues* These
paper8 too often neglected a discussion of key issues*
including instead information only on the candidates* In
many cases this information was not clear or complete*
The m i%**Mk*»*» Journal mentioned the results of all
three public opinion polls* The candidates themselves were
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given little coverage outside of mentioning their gains and
losses in the public opinion surveys. Short one paragraph
items appeared in the journal "News In Brief section
carrying headlines which read* "Poher Now Forecast To Beat
Pompidou, " "Poher Slips In French Poll," and "Pompidou Out
In Front •"
A description of the issues was equally brief*
Only one article in the Milwaukee Journal (May 21) explained
the issues and candidates' positions.
With the exception of the Hall Sfcr*at: Journal
,
which included only two issue items* the Chicago Tr^'fflt
had the highest ratio of candidate to issue items. Only
eight of 42 items were devoted to the issues. T^fow^
headlines described Pdher as "Favored In French Race* *
"Keeping Cool In French Race,** and "Slipping In French
Race." None of these articles discussed the issues.
Poher's positions were briefly mentioned two days before
the first vote. Pompidou *s never were included.
Several papers which had neglected the issues
throughout much of the campaign attempted to bring their
readers up to date before the June 1 vote. The Chicago
Trlhtmo did not. Instead, correspondent Marcel Wallenstein
fell back on the old rejoinder that "if he is elected
President of France Alain Poher may find himself and his
country submerged in the chaos which former President
ICharles de Gaulle predicted before he resigned. M
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wallensteln oven forecast a possible Communist
government s
"If Poher is forced to cell new National Assembly
elections the powerful Communist Party would immediately
take advantage of such a condition to impose a popular
7front government upon the country.
"
The LQuiaviai* GaMrier-flQurjial* Cnriafcian stance
Monitor and &L. LOiiiS. £Qa3L-PiaaatCh <3id not mention either
the first or second public opinion poll. Each one of these
papers included the results of the Kay 22 poll which indi-
cated that 67 per cent would prefer an "umpire** president
(Poher). while only 23 per cent indicated they preferred a
president who decided "broad policy lines M (Pompidou). Yet
none of these papers mentioned the seven-point speech by
Poher which occurred on the very same day.
In this speech Poher discussed each of the seven
key issues* many of which he had initiated, and which
Pompidou reluctantly took a stand on.
The Christian Sciance Monitor was the exception
among these *ev&n papers. It often included descriptive
articles on the candidates and the issues. As previously
explained, the Christian SfiiflOSft Moaifrox over-concentrated
on the breakdown of the leftist coalition. This particular
candidate item was given continuous coverage long after it
had ceased to be an important development. As a result, an
early description of the issues and the candidates*
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positions on them w«f missing from the ChEiatian SciuflCtt
Mflinirrr coverage.
In many cases candidate coverage was inadequate in
the LPulaviUa figuri^r-journal* Atlanta ConstitutAQn and
£&• UiUia gas£--fcia#.atch« The £88&"EJLASti&&b die not mention
Giacard d'Estaing's support of Pompidou, the Defferre-
Mendea-France team, and Antoine Finay*s endorsement of
Pompidou. The Atlanta ConjftitUfcAPn and the I^uiaviillQ
cour i^r-Ja%ir timI mentioned the d'Estaing endorsement and the
Defferre-Msndes-France ticket. The CourlAr-iTqurnal carried
a New York Times Mews Service story on d'Estaing and a
Washington Post Stews Service story on Mendes~France»
The first major conftitufci.pft article to discuss the
issues appeared on Hay 25 • and the first eouriar-Journal
article that dealt with the issues appeared on May 28*
With the exception of the flan Xocfc, Tjjuea, WaafcUlBtOa
PjaaL, and Ifia. *«g«*^* Ipilttf * each of the papers presented
some of the positions taken by the candidates on some of
the issues. Bono of the papers in this group of seven
explained the viewpoints of the two major candidates on all
of the issues.
Candidata Covaragfl
Table VZZ describes candidate coverage. It shows
the number of items and number of paragraphs principally
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particular candidate when a majority of the paragraphs
within the item were concerned with that candidate*
There were 133 candidate items which emphasised
Pompidou and 113 items which emphasised Poher. A total of
34 items were concerned with one or more of the five
remaining candidates.
The figures in the table show this rather close
balance between the two major candidates does not apply to
the individual papers*
Four of the papers* the hUwflUfces Journal*
ftMhJLngtwn £ft&t* Chicago. Triauna and i&l Angalflg Ulssqa*
included more Poher than Pompidou articles. The fisM X&L&.
Tlani included 22 Pompidou items and 21 Poher items. The
at. Italia Eoat-aiaaatgh, Louisville CQuriflg-Joaraal and
IdMlX fi^r«et^ Journal gave a substantial share of their
campaign coverage to Pompidou.
The ChriaUan Sclaflfig MQftJLfcflr nad the closest
balance between the two major candidates and the five
lesser candidates. There were seven stories on Poher and
Pompidou and seven stories devoted to one or more of the
remaining candidates.
Each of the papers included at least one article on
the less important candidates. It is interesting to note
that coverage by the Washington PjasJL and JU2ft *wff*l*»^ Xiffisa*
both leaders in total volume and comprehensiveness* favored
Poher; and the StOt XQCfc. Tioaft* number one in volume and
Im
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second in reporting of issues and developments* included
only one more sxticle on Pompidou than Poher. Coverage by
those papers which had the lowest totals in volume and
comprehensiveness, the ESfllrPi&Bfltch> CQUgiflr-jQttrnal*
Atlanta Constitution and max Street Journal favored
Pompidou* As previously discussed* coverage by each of the
leaders in volume and comprehensiveness was accurate and
complete on all of the seven issues and all but a few of
the 20 main developments.
Except for the Mi^wauk^ Journal , which included
one more item for jeoher than Pompidou * each of the papers
with more Poher items used articles from their foreign
correspondents* It is possible that these correspondents*
accustomed to the intricacies of French voting patterns*
and having witnessed the referendum defeat in April* best
realized the importance of the challenge by Alain Poher.
A comment by Jonathan C. Randal in the June 16
issue of the ^ffh^Pffl 1* " £qbJL was typical of the tone of
several of the articles by the Bate Xoxk Tia/UtL* Henry Tanner*
the Washington £ofi£.'s Donald Louchaim, and the Los AngftlBl
Xioaft' Don Cook.
"At the very least the icy decade of the General's
presence was changed for seven weeks by a refreshing














A completes and accurate description of the
relationship between the candidates and the issues would
facilitate an understanding of the significance of the
election. When candidates and issues were ignored, or
reported in an inconsistent manner* the reader received an
inaccurate* misleading picture of the election* Only the
Asm XfiEfc X£iaa&» I*fifi Ancales X±m& and Wiahingtoj. goat
included complete* correct descriptions of the candidates
and the issues* The remaining seven papers adequately
explained some issues and neglected others* Though candi-
date stories predominated in all ten papers* these seven
papers often concentrated on the candidates* progress and
excluded information on the issues*
The hypothesis set out to be answered at the start
of the chapter was supported* Figures in Table VI
supported the second hypothesis* that "All of the papers
will be found to focus on the candidates and their progress
rather than on the issues and developments. The total
number of items and paragraphs for candidates* progress was
more than double the number of issue items and paragraphs*
Table VII showed that candidate coverage was about
equally divided between the two major candidates* Even
though Gaullist candidate Georges Pompidou received a
slightly larger number of total items* four of the ten
»spars included more items which were primarily concerned
kl
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with Centrist Alain Pohar. One paper, the g^ri»fei*i^
Ssinngti Monitor, carried the sane number of itaraa for both
major candidates as well as the other five candidates.
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CHAPTER V
DIRECTION OF COVERAGE
French election procedures and processes are vastly
different from those in the United States. Therefore, a
strict presentation of facts on the candidates* issues and
developments would not provide the readers of the sample
newspapers with an insight into the campaign and election*
The most comprehensive and meaningful coverage would
include a mixture of interpretative as well as straight
reporting.
The third hypothesis* that "Examination will indi-
cate that coverage* although centered on candidates * will
be concerned primarily with straight news* interpretative
accounts of events and value statements* and not exhibit
statements of advocacy toward candidates or issues* • is
discussed in this chapter.
Five specific categories were established to
measure the direction of each news item and thus determine
whether campaign coverage was primarily concerned with
straight news and factual background or interpretative
commentaries.
An interpretative* straight news and background
paragraph was coded as such if it contained no value or
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advocacy statements. The entire paragraph was coded as a
value or an advocacy paragraph if it contained one or acre
statements of advocacy or value toward a particular candi-
date or issue. The direction of the entire item depended
on the emphasis of the individual paragraphs within the
item.
Straight news was defined as news which happened*
or continues to happen, within the daily publication time
cycle of the newspaper. A paragraph that contained infor-
mation on an action that would take place in the future was
also coded as straight news.
Background news differed from straight news only in
the time factor. A background paragraph described events
which occurred prior to the daily publication time cycle*
or "news day* of the newspaper.
An Interpretative item contained the reporter *s
opinion about the relative significance, importance or news
value of a particular campaign and election event or issue*
A paragraph was coded as a value paragraph when a
specific valuation was appended to an observable aspect of
an event or issue. These paragraphs often included
descriptive verbs, adjectives* nouns and various phrases
with definite value connotations.
An advocacy paragraph differed from a value para-
graph when the reporter advocated a specific course of
action or thinking instead of expressing an opinion on the
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value of an event or issue.
Tables VIII and IX give the total number of news
items and paragraphs in each category. The tables show
that a total of 158 items and 1,473 paragraphs in the ten
newspapers contained straight news. There were 61 back-
ground items and 767 background paragraphs. Items which
were primarily interpretative totaled 243, with 2.352
paragraphs. There were 95 value items and 1,257 value
paragraphs* There were no news items which contained
advocacy statements.
The total for strictly factual coverage—straight
news and background—was 219 items with 2,245 paragraphs.
Interpretative coverage included interpretative commentaries
and value items. For interpretative coverage the total was
338 items and 3,609 paragraphs.
The figures indicate that news coverage for the
campaign and election was primarily interpretative in
nature.
The proportions of factual and interpretative
coverage were similar for all of the papers except the
Milwaukee Journal - The total number of factual news items
and paragraphs in the ilfiurual was slightly larger than the
total number of interpretative items and paragraphs. The
majority of the news items in the ^Waukaa Journal were
short one paragraph summaries of campaign and election
issues and events and not lengthy interpretative
6>J
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explanations. The length and style of these articles
explains why the Milwaukee tlourjual scored higher on
straight news and background than on interpretation*
Mews reporting in the Ant XOS& Tjtaaa* Qmiatiaxt
jfliancs Monitor* Chicaoo grifeuoa and uoa Angelas £iaa& was
heavily interpretative. The bulk of coverage in each of
these papers was made up of items contributed by foreign
correspondents which were interpretative analyses of the
candidates* issues and events. The number of interpreta-
tive stories was more than double the number of factual
stories in these papers.
Coverage in the ££. leai* gaafc-Siapatfih* X^UJavills
Couriftr-jQurnal , Kail &uaat Journal and Atlanta. Canatitu-
tion was more evenly balanced between factual and interpre-
tative items. These newspapers relied on information
supplied by the wire services* not material from their own
foreign correspondents. Hire service stories tended to be
short* factual descriptions of major events and develop-*
ments.
tofcargrfltifltivft flnfl Valuit. iftaaa
An illustration of the type of article which
included interpretative and value paragraphs was a story
written by foreign correspondent Anthony Lewis for the Ma*.
YiU& TJLaaa. It begant
Initial West German reaction to the resignation of
President de Gaulle was an expression of hope for a new
opening toward unity in Europe* mixed with a fear of
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the unknown.
No one here deceives himself that any successor
will instantly open his arms to Britain* But the
removal of de Gaulle from the scene—if he really is
gone—must nevertheless be reckoned the most important
event in Western Europe for years.
1
The first paragraph was coded as interpretative!
and the second as a value paragraph because of the phrase*
"must be the most important event in Western Europe for
years.
*
A SflM XfiEk lima* story by Henry Tanner on May 6
included prime examples of interpretative and value para-
graphs •
It is not only the division of the left that plays
into Mr. Pompidou* s hands but also the absence* so far*
of a moderate non-leftist candidate* who would compete
with him for the vote of the middle class*
Mr* Poher would be a dangerous opponent for Mr*
Pompidou* however* he is hemmed in on his left by Mr*
Pefferre and on his right by Mr* Pompidou. 2
The first paragraph was coded as interpretative*
the second as a value paragraph; the latter decision
stemming from the description of Poher as a "dangerous
opponent for Mr* Pompidou*
"
An article by Stashington £&*£ correspondent Donald
Louche iro began with straight news paragraphs and concluded
with several interpretative paragraphs*
The Communists stressed that they would have prefer-
red to support a non-Communist candidate representing
all the country's leftist parties* But they said the
Socialist Party's decision to back Defferre. who is
unacceptable to the Communists* ruled out this
alternative*
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The result was the collapse of the shaky leftist
coalition that was formed during the last presidential
campaign in 1965* It also dramatically spotlighted the
problems that have placued the French left ever since
de Gaulle's return to power in 1958.
The Communist decision to back Duclos heralded a
return to the pre-1965 "ghetto. H It also meant an
unwanted test of electoral strength when the party is
discredited in France because of the Soviet crackdown
in Czechoslovakia.
3
The coverage of routine straight news events was
embellished with amusing personal interpretations by the
correspondents of the bete XSO&k TjUEBftA* jfamhlggtan Poat and
XiQft #ffl9ala* TifMtf.
Correspondent Don Cook of the Um A«g*i ma. xiiaa*
described the Communist abstention in the runoff in a
June 3 story.
In Paris it was learned that some strong Gaul lists
had cast their ballots for Duclos, the Communist*
"because the surest way to ensure a Pompidou victory on
the second round is to produce a strong Communist vote
in the first round.
Zt is the kind of political logic which could
happen almost nowhere except in France.
*
Henry Tanner described the campaign progress of the
five M lesser candidates in a story which appeared in the
fifiK XfiZfc Xlffi&a on May 22.
"Two men are running for the presidency* three
competing for third place* and three more getting the
world's best bargain in radio and television time. That is
the French election campaign.
"
After a factual description of the candidates and


















their parties* the atory continued]
Mr. Jacques Ducloa campaigning in Lyons the other
day was assisted by two campaign workers who were
Dominican monks. A small round man with a puckish face
and a quick tongue* he dismissed his opponent's attacks
by sayinj, "One throws stones only at trees that bear
fruit."
Mr. Louis Ducatel* jowly millionaire and inventor
of an unbreakable sewage pipe* is simply enjoying
himself. ... Commenting on his television performance*
•!• terrific- he said.
5
Most of the papers included value items when the
candidates* personalities were discussed.
Correspondent Loucheim characterised Poher in the
following manner
t
"The image he projected was of a reassuring*
unpretentious* avuncular figure* stolid and trustworthy.
To a nation used to pomp and circumstance from the
President's Eiysee Palace; Poher became the incarnate of
dignified simplicity.-6
The Cftlcsgo Triftung included this description of
Poher on April 28.
A plump* carefree* bespectacled centrist* Mr. Poher
suddenly emerged during the referendum campaign as the
leading spokesman for opponents of Gauilist proposals.
Mr. Poher* a middle-of-the-roader* could be one of
Mr. Pompidou' s strongest opponents* if he decides to
run. ^
Don Cook provided this political comparison in a
story which appeared in the Loa A,ng«»Tff*, TJLffittft on May 22.
-If here-to- fore unknown Alain Poher wins a full
seven-year term as President of France* it will rank as one
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of the biggest victories for the * front porch* campaign
techniques since Warren G. Harding was elected President
of the United States in 1920,
"
8
Interpretative and value statements and paragraphs
were also included in descriptions of the issues and
developments. Correspondent Carlyle Morgan of the
Chriahian Sajanc* MaiutfllT offered this interpretative des-
cription of the Communist; decision not to vote on June 15.
The Communists say* "Don't vote at all* let
Pompidou and Poher fight it out. We don't want either
of them. But it seems that most Frenchmen are aware
that the Communists realize that this stand will elect
Mr. Pompidou and give France the nearest thing which
is now available to yesterday's Gaullist rule.?-®
An Interpretative story by Associated Press corre-
spondent John Vinocur in Paris gave this account of the
breakdown of the leftist coalition. This story appeared in
the Atlanta Constit ufcioa &nd Chisago Trihunn on May 6.
The Duclos candidacy meant that Defferre was an
unacceptable candidate for the Communists, just as
Defferre. a moderate type Socialist, would not have
agreed to ask for Communist support.
The disunity of the left was not increasing
Pompidou 's votes* only scaling the strength of the
left* which has ambitions to capture the French presi-
dency.
Defferre seems willing to write off votes from the
left in hope of getting some from the Centrists who
opposed de Gaulle and feel that Pompidou* as the former
Premier, still represents the General's policies. 1*
The short one and two paragraph factual summaries
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aUteafc Journal differed sharply from the lengthy interpre-
tative analyses found in those newspapers which carried
articles from their own foreign correspondents.
A characteristic example of straight news coverage
was the May 16 article in the Milwaukee Journal.
The first presidential "ticket" in French election
history was announced Thursday, as Socialist candidate
Gaston Defferre signed on former Premier Pierre
Mendes-France as his running mate. Defferre pledged
that if he is elected President he would name
Mendea-France as his Premier. 1*
A description of the possibility of a Poher candi-
dacy typified the short • factual, capsule-type story which
appeared in the Stall Straftfc Journal's "What^s Sews"
section.
"France's Interim President, Alain Poher, said he
might be a candidate in the June 1 presidential election to
pick a successor to Charles de Gaulle. Political experts
said Poher 's entry into the race might force Georges
13Pompidou, the Gaullist candidate, into a runoff."
A background article in the fltlftBtfi CQflatitUtien
attempted to bring readers up to date on the results of
previous public opinion polls which had not been reported.
This confirms the findings of earlier surveys
which had shown Pompidou leading in the first round but
falling short of a majority, and thus making a runoff neces-
sary. There will be seven candidates in the first round,
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These stories were typical of the election coverage
by the Atlanta COBa^lttttiQn«.J£oll &!£&*& Journal and
miKMtafc Mm!* ir -^st sasei cnl- fcstt '^are fCiCts wm
presented* The majority of the articles in these papers*
and several articles in the fit* Louis. EaaJL-PiapfttCh and
J-iQUJa.vl? la CQur iii£-Jam:nal . were too brief to explain and
interpret the significance of the election issues and
events*
An attempt to squeeze a bit of explanatory reporting
into these short summaries often resulted in stories which
were erroneous and misleading*
On May 5 the MAlW.ftttfctre Ja.UXftal included the
following story
t
-With eight days left before the filing deadline
for the June 1 presidential election French political
parties of the Left apparently will not be able to agree on
15Georges Pompidou the Gaullist candidate.
"
This information is incorrect* The leftist parties
never tried to "agree on Oeorges Pompidou* H Instead*
several small leftist and socialist parties and political
groups* as well as the large, well-organized Communist
Party, decided not to endorse Gaston Deffarre, the Socialist
Party candidate*
A brief story in the EaLL Sjfcraafc JEouxnaJL on May 13
speculated on the strength of the Poher candidacy*
"France's Interim Presioent entered the presidential
l 111. .
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election today. Opinion polls indicate Alain Poher* 6G* a
centrist* could force Poo$?idcu into a runoff in the June 1
ballot. Poaqpiiiou* it's forecast* would be the narrowest of
i ft
winners in the subsequent balloting* w
Actually* the public opinion polls alluded to in
this article* and in fact all polls* including the one on
the eve of the first ballot* forecast Po'ner* not Pompidou*
as the winner in the runoff*
ftjvogagy Itm*
None of the news items* regardless of source*
contained advocacy statements and paragraphs . Stories
which were explicatory analyses by foreign correspondents*
and Washington correspondents, concentrated on value rather
than advocacy statements. Several editorials and editorial
columns did contain advocacy statements. These will be
discussed in the next section.
In describing official United States reaction to
the de Gaulle resignation and the forthcoming election* a
majority of the papers stressed the fact that the Nixon
administration preferred to adopt a neutral, wait-and-sss
posture until the election of the new French president.
Peter orose of the SSM. X£kz& limaa described a
Washington reaction this ways
"After the coming few weeks of political transition
in France the Administration intends to explore gently in
Hi
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various Allied capitals to discover any new avenues toward
17
the elusive goal of European unity*"
Chal&ers Roberts* Washington correspondent for the
MMhin^ton £oj&# said the "United States will take a wait*
and-see position* proposing no new initiatives on Franco-
American or Atlantic policy until the political scene in
post-do Gaulle tfaris is clarified •"
An article in the Cfrw^grc T^hnn* headlined "Nixon
Adopts Wait-And-See French Stand" reflected a similar
position*
An Associated Press story in the Loui«viiift gQurjaar
journal expressed a more pessimistic view.
"Official Washington is cautious* Nixon adminis-
tration officials say that only time can tell but they
believe basic de Gaulle policies are now firmly set in
French attitudes and enjoy wide popular support* M
An article in the &&• LauJU fcoat-ftiapatsh made it
clear that there would be no government interference in the
election itself* or speculation on its outcome*
The United States* it is said* looks forward to
close relations with de Gaulle's successor, and of
course it will avoid any suggestion of a preference
because the selection of a naw French President is an
internal matter in which the U. S. has no role*
In this connection Georges Pompidou* generally
regarded by observers as the most likely candidate to
succeed de Gaulle, is well thought of in the Nixon
administration. The same is said to be true of Alain
Pohar, £&e Interim President and President of the
Sena
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Miforiaia and Sdinorja,! Coluaua
Interest by the ten newspapers in the campaign and
election was amply shown by the editorials during the
period covered by the present study.
There were 43 editorials totaling 476 inches* and
IS editorial columns, with 264 inches. Both editorials and
editorial columns fell into three distinct areas. With the
exception of the Hail SLtrjaeJ: ilaurjaal# which included only
one editorial during the eight-week period, every paper
carried at least one editorial on the following subjects!
de Gaulle's resignation, the first ballot, and the election
of Pompidou as President. Seven papers printed two or more
editorials on the General's resignation. Several papers
included editorials and/or editorial columns when Pompidou
and Poher declared their candidacies.
Those editorials which discussed these three major
events were remarkably similar in content. The headlines
also displayed an unusual likeness. Out of 19 editorials
which were devoted to an analysis of de Gaulle's retirement
eight of them used the exact same headline, "After
de Gaulle. M The remaining items carried similar headlines,
such as i "What How For Prance?"? "Snd of An Era"? and
"France Without de Gaulle."
Three common themes were expressed in the opinions
which followed the General's resignation. First, de Gaulle
had provided the country with a memorable and stabilizing
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TABLE X
EDITORIALS AMD EDITORIAL COLUMNS
Editorial Editorial Column




































Totals 43 476 15 264
Notes There were two editorials in the Chicago
^EiiHan** which contained a majority of advocacy paragraphs.
A syndicated editorial column in the ££.. Louis £QSJL~
aiaaatfift. Washinston £&&l« touiaviiu caurier-qaurna] * Las
Angfllfll Tiffisa and Atlanta Constitution also contained a
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ten years as President. Second* he needlessly elevated the
constitutional change into another personal referendum*
And third* French thought and action would find new ways of
expression under a new president. The Mi iwaukaa Journal
interpreted the General's departure this way:
President de Gaulle laid himself on the line once
too often. This time he has lost. The irony is that
it was unnecessary. The referendum issue—administra-
tive decentralisation and Senate reform—could have
been settled quickly by the Parliament. De Gaulle
chose to make it a test of his own indispensability*
Whatever else he did for Prance he forced the world
to pay it some attention.
France without his leadership will be a different
France* perhaps more unstable* It will lack the
grandeur he insisted upon—and it is another irony that*
in spite of what he always said, his downfall proves
that grandeur is divisible. 21
An editorial in the Sew YjarJi Xiao* eloquently
expressed a corresponding view.
General de Gaulle's resignation brings to a tragic
end an extraordinary era in French history* A leader
who served his country twice—from the disgrace of
military defeat in 1940-45 and from the civil war in
1958—has been repudiated at the polls after eleven
years of authoritarian rule*
The referendum defeat was described in this manners
He went down with his facilities unimpaired*
fighting a quixotic battle he need not have undertaken*
a battle for marginal political reforms demanded
neither by the nation nor by his followers* but only by
his own pride*
The device—the referendum—that he inserted into
the Constitution to assure plebiscitary rule should a
traditionally divided France fail to provide him with a
Parliamentary majority* he employed unnecessarily*
Whether Pompidou or an opposition leader is elected*
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a new period is opening that cannot fail to bring
fundamental changes both within France and in the
French role in the world. 22
A aajority of the papers that editorialised on the
first ballot commented on the certainty of a Pompidou
victory in the final vote. The editorials stressed the
fact that a Pompidou presidency would provide France with
seven years of stable government. They also pointed out
that stability must not be equated with blind adherence to
long-standing Qaullist policies. The following headlines
indicate the type of editorial that appeared after the
first ballot i "In France £ Difference," "A Gentle Transi-
tion *way From de Gaulle, " "French Winds of Change." and "A
Hew French Foreign Policy?*
The H£X XqtJl tiasM. editorial was characteristic of
the tone and emphasis of the commentaries on the June 1
vote. It began by predicting that Pompidou would win on
the final ballot.
Apparently Mr. Pompidou gained and Mr. Poher lost
some ground in the past week, if earlier straw polls
were accurate Mr. Pompidou would now appear to be the
favorite.
A vote for Pompidou means a vote for stability. A
Gaullist majority in the National Assembly assures him
control of Parliament for three or four years. A vote
for Poher assures change, but it is not clear what
kind. Frenchmen have seemed prepared to take this risk
in recent weeks. But now they have time to think
again.
It also included comments on the possible dissolu-
tion of the national Assembly should Poher be elected.
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Mr. Poller* s election would virtually assure
dissolution of Parliament and another election next
fall for a new Rational Assembly* the third in about 13
months. ... What this evokes is the danger* under the
Gaullist Constitution* that parliamentary instability—
with elections at frequent intervals—will take the
place of Cabinet instability of the Fourth Republic, 23
An editorial in the £fc. Louis. JEoairPiapatCh also
pointed up the likelihood of Pompidou *s victory on the
June 15 ballot.
In the end Pompidou may look like a more certain
quantity than Poher* whose administrative abilities are
largely unknown. There is also the possibility of sons
instability if Poher is elected. Facing a Gaullist
majority in the National Assembly* he almost certainly
would be forced to dissolve Parliament and call new
elections* 24
In addition to speculating on the possibility of a
Pompidou victory several editorials wondered whether
changes in Gaullist policies would follow with the election
of a new president. An editorial in the Mi iwaukae Journal
maintained that Gaullist policies would not change after
the election.
Ho overnight change can be expected whichever man
wins. Many of the problems* such as British entry into
the Common Market* involve more than political
decisions. Economic matters are at stake too. But the
France of de Gaulle* increasingly isolated* intent upon
its own military and political roles at the expense of
weakening alliances and rejecting European unity* seams
gone. That in itself is a gain for France and the rest
of the world. 25
An editorial which appeared in the waa^infffron £&*&
five days before the first ballot expressed a different
point of view.
tricans would do well to assume* or at least
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hope* that the next French president envisages the kind of
close but respectful Association with the United States
that* on his part, Mr. Nixon envisages with Europe."
Many of these post- first ballot editorials politely
suggested that France would be better off with a Pompidou
presidency. They indicated that Pompidou was a "certain
quantity. " Ha would assume the presidency with the National
Assembly firmly controlled by his own party. This was a
luxury which no Fourth Republic president had enjoyed. A
majority of the papers included value statements on the
advantages of the Gaullist's election. While acknowledging
the fact that Poher was decidedly more vocal in his pro-
Western pronouncements* they inferred that the Centrist
would be unnecessarily hampered and restricted by the
Gaullist dominated National Assembly. The gHlgaga Tx&u&ft*
however* openly advocated a Pompidou victory.
On May 31 Marcel Wallenstein said that a Poher
victory would mean a return to Fourth Republic instability
and indecision. The Gaullist majority would become a
"hostile majority" and Poher would be "forced" to call new
National Assembly elections. These elections would result
in a government composed of "splinter groups and parties*
the kind of situation which made France almost impossible
to govern in the period before de Gaulle's administra-
tion." 27
Another editorial expressed the view that "the more
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Communists stay away from th-s polls* the better Mr.
28Pompidou's chances will be." This was a value rather
than an advocacy statement. However* this editorial con-
tained clear statements which both stated and implied that
Pompidou was the best candidate "for the French* as well as
for us.
"
Advocacy statements were included in these para-
graphs i
Current developments make a Pompidou victory more
important for Prance—and indirectly* for the rest of
the West—because they offer a preview of the trouble
Mr. Poher would have trying to form a strong government.
To begin with Mr. Poher is a child of the Fourth
Republic. Be is a believer in compromise. In view of
the unexpected strength of the Communists there is all
too clear a danger that Mr. Poher *s compromises would
be more toward the left* that they would further weaken
an already weak government and that France would drift
back toward the instability from which de Gaulle
rescued it in 1958.
France is choosing between the weakness of the
Fourth Republic and the strength of the Fifth
Republic.
The important thing for France as well as for us*
is to preserve a government which is strong enough to
be responsible for its action and resist pressure from
the left. 29
The LQuAaville Gour.lsr-JQUJinal was the only news-
paper to openly express disappointment with both candidates.
A June 4 editorial pessimistically observed that neither
candidate would make an effective president.
Few Frenchmen will send their caps sailing into the
air in joyous celebration when Pompidou wins on
June 15.
It is too much to expect Pompidou to do the overt
things Poher promised to do. Pompidou figures to be no
gto
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startling innovator. It will be his business to play
on the weakness of the other parties and try to build
his own into the true majority force*
A Poher victory would be equally disillusioning.
As to Poher himself* he would have found a victory
with Communist support a hollow triumph. Be would have
been heavily indebted to a party which does not want to
see the present system of government in France
succeeded. 30
The clearest advocacy statements were found in a
story by syndicated columnist Joseph Kraft. A story head*
lined "Anglo-Saxon Democracy in France** appeared in the
&&• l£uii& gflftfc-ftiiftfifaBh. tfaahiaatQa fc&at* tauiiviUfe
SQuriftr-jQigaAU Loft taaalga Tirana *n& Atlanta Conatltution*
This was the only editorial column containing advocacy
statements to appear in the ten papers.
Joseph *xaft began by setting forth his views on
continental democracy.
"Continental democracy emphasizes politics which
give mathematically perfect expression to every man's
opinion. It features proportional representation « a
multitude of splinter parties* government by coalition*
and chronic instability.
Kraft emphasised that Poher represented the
*splinter parties " and "chronic instability"
•
Poher* the candidate who ran second* is inevitably
the candidate of the unstable continent democracy. To
win the runoff on June 15* ho would need to add to his
base of votes an impossible combination of warring
parties including the Communists* Socialists*
Revolutionary Socialists and Trot skyites.
Once in office such a combination would inevitably
reinstate the old recipe for instability—splinter
parties bringing down government after government on
microscopic issues.
tax
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The election of Pompidou would signal a change to a
pro-Western style of government.
With Pompidou it is possible that France can
develop a variation of the kind of democracy which grew
up in Britain and the United States.
Though Kraft raay not have intended to convey this
point of view, knowledge of accepted Oaullist policies
would seem to indicate that his concluding statement
inferred that Poher's policy of reduced government inter-
ference in the press , radio and television would become a
thing of the past with a Pompidou victory.
As president Pompidou would add new cohesion to the
Gaul list ranks. The opposition would be under heavy
pressure to coalesce. 31
All of the newspapers except the WsXL &££&e£. Journal
carried congratulatory editorials on Pompidou 's election.
In addition to praising the winner, these editorials specu-
lated on future Pompidou policies*
The £jt. Tfluia gflftfc-EJStfstch commented on the
victory in this manners
The election of Georges Pompidou as Prance's
president raises the possibility of a slow but sure
thaw in French relations with the United States.
Pompidou, a cautious man, is expected to feel his
way carefully. He can be expected to avoid anything
that could be interpreted as an abrupt break with
Geullist policies. 3 *
The waahinytott £ojl& felt that a Pompidou victory
would signal a period of close Franco-American cooperation.
In domestic as well as foreign policy* he is likely
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content to operate on a lower level of drama and
.niict. These* are reasons tnouc,h for Americans to
welcome the new President of France and hope for close
cooperation with u-ua. 3-
The post-election editorial in the v*.*t*i,M\iii )^
Courier-Journal concluded that the French had grown tired
of the General but they preferred his policies* or at least
the representative of his party*
ie French people have tired of the increasing
imperiousness of the author of Gaullisro, but they are
by no means tired of the peculiar subtleties of
Gaullism itself*
The more abrasive tactics of Gaullism are likely to
be honed away? the stability it has brought, the
reforms it has set in motion may well proceed more
rapidly. The French, who have both delighted in and
chafed under the imperious decisions of his predecessor
may find President Pompidou a less quotable but a more
congenial leader. 34
Several editorials emphasised the fact that Foher's
candidacy was beneficial if for no other reason than
because it forced Pompidou to take a stand on important
political issues.
The Milwaukee Jauriial expressed this particular
viewpoint.
Few important changes in French policy are likely
in the months ahead. But Pompidou is expected to be
more amenable to European unity than de Gaulle was.
Alain Poher* the defeated candidate, promised more
change than Pompidou, including more democratic govern-
ment. Poher's disable vote should influence
Pompidou "a policies, most particularly in France's
relations with its allies.
The anti-British and anti-American posture of the
General will no longer control French thought. France
should be more stable* more concerned with internal
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The £a& Xfi£& Tirade observed that Pompidou echoed
the views of Poher on several important election issues.
Mr. Pompidou 's own views in fact* are not far from
Interim President Alain Pohcr's. Abroad Mr. Pompidou
may be slow and store cautious about altering de Gaulle's
policies , but few doubt that he will do so. Impartial-
ity in the Middle East* friendlier relations with the
United States and NATO, early negotiations over British
entry into the Common Market appear to be in the
offing.
In rejecting the Centrist candidate France never-
theless has opted for the middle of the road. Under
Mr. Pompidou* France's Gaullist future is more likely
to resemble Poherism without Poher than Gauliism with-
out de Gaulle. 36
A phrase that was continually used in descriptions
of the new French political structure was* "Gauliism
without de Gaulle. " Time and again the question was asked
whether France would elect the "General's dauphin" and thus
continue to follow accepted policies or launch out on a new
political course with a non-Gaullist president? Several
newspapers interpreted the election of Pompidou as a French
desire to continue de Gaulle's programs under a new* but
masically sympathetic president.
The Christian Scianca Monitor said as much in an
editorial entitled **Gaullisra Without de Gaulle. M
Georges Pompidou *s clear victory in the final round
of the French presidential election indicates not only
the basic conservatism of his countrymen but also their
desire for continued stable government.
They have chosen to go ahead with the French Fifth
Republic basically as de Gaulle conceived it. What
they want is Gauliism without de Gaulle. The question
now is j Will Gauliism under Pompidou be the same as
Gauliism under de Gaulle? Our own guess is that the
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direction will he virtually the seme, but the method
will be smoother* less abrasive and more democratic. 37
The Um Yqx& Tifliaa disagreed.
The idea of Gaullism after de Oaulle is a misnomer.
"De Gaulle had no successors or predecessors * * the
General's associates used to be fond of quoting him as
having said. Hot only in style but in political
philosophy* General de Gaulle was Msur generis" as
President of Prance. 38
The ten papers carried a total of 21 editorial
cartoons. Every paper except the Hall &txeat Journal
included at least one cartoon. The top three places
belonged to the miwsMKfifi Journal* Christian SclsnCfi
Mpn1 tnr and JJas Ai*g*i*« TJjbbjl* Which carried five* four and
three cartoons* respectively. Thirteen of the 21 cartoons
concentrated on some aspect of the de Gaulle resignation.
Pompidou was the subject in six of the remaining eight
cartoons. Poher was featured in only two of them.
French election procedures differ greatly from
those in the United States. It was necessary for a story
to explain and comment on the relative importance of issues
and events. A presentation of facts did not give the
reader an insight into the campaign and election. The most
comprehensive coverage included a mixture of interpretative
as well as straight reporting.
This chapter sought to determine how much of the
campaign coverage in the ten United States prestige news-
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fell into the general area of interpretation. Examination
of the data revealed that all of the papers* except the
miwjmk*^ Journal . were highly interpretative in their
coverage of the campaign and election. The total number of
interpretative items was 343, with 3*609 paragraphs. There
were 219 factual news items* with 2*245 paragraphs. The
emphasis on commentary may have occurred because five of
the ten papers relied exclusively on foreign correspondents
for their campaign coverage. In addition* two of the
remaining five papers included interpretative articles
which were furnished by the Mew York Times Sews Service and
the Washington Post* Los Angeles Times News Service.
There were 43 editorials and 15 editorial columns*
The majority of these were interpretative commentaries*
Several contained value statements on the significance of a
Pompidou victory* Only two editorials openly advocated a
win by Pompidou. These appeared in the eiiigago TjULbttOflL*
One syndicated editorial column also advocated a Gaullist
victory* This particular column was included by five of
the ten papers*
With the exception of the Mall Street, Journal « all
of the papers carried at least one editorial on de Gaulle's
resignation* the first ballot and the Pompidou election*
The total number of editorial cartoons in the
election was 21* The majority of these* 13 out of 21*
dealt with General de Gaulle's resignation* Pompidou was
* £*-:
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featured in six of the remaining eight cartoons , and Poher
in two of them*
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
coverage given the 1969 French presidential campaign and
election by the ten United States prestige newspapers.
Impressionistic observations before this study was
conducted gave birth to the three hypotheses enumerated in
Chapter I* These hypotheses were established in order to
measure the quantity as well as the quality of the coverage
given the election. The findings and conclusions of the
preceding three chapters • which discussed comprehensiveness*
focus and interpretation* will be summarized in this
chapter. A description of coder reliability and sugges-
tions for further research will conclude this chapter.
This study began with a discussion of how much
campaign and election news was given to the readers of each
paper. Chapter III included a descriptive analysis of the
kind of news as well as the total volume of news that was
included by each paper. Volume and comprehensiveness were
measured in four ways. The total number of items* and the
length of these items were compiled for each prestige
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In order to provide a balanced interpretation,
assessment of volume and comprehensiveness included
measurement of seven key election issues and 20 main
developments. These issues and main developments were
selected from total election coverage in the international
Btral d Tribune and I& mx&SL. A discussion of correspond-
ents and news agencies was also included.
Chapter IV examined the focus of campaign and
election coverage. In order to determine whether coverage
focused on candidates or issues each paragraph within each
news item was coded as to its primary emphasis. The
direction of each item was decided upon after determining
the emphasis of the individual paragraphs. This chapter
also included a description of the amount and kind of
coverage given to each candidate.
Chapter V determined what proportion of total cam-
paign and election coverage was straight news or factual
background and what proportion fell into the general area
of interpretation. Each paragraph was coded in one of the
following categoriesi factual background, straight news,
interpretation, value or advocacy. The direction of the
entire item depended on the accent of the individual para-
graphs. Editorials and editorial columns were also
analysed.
The hypotheses tested were*
(1) "Examination will show the sample of ten
teAffXMj a*', r »•/>.*.? :*5* --•.' t -*'- Nl MWlAV ft* MMMMMMM
alaot OS a«a aaaaal aoaJoaX* \**>f mvM 20 :»na«no:iuai5©*
•3UM# aJAaauoXavab alia bn» fflf ^ aafltfff ••ifiMMAltVtb
lAMUttMBHUHtf •** &* •§•*»•© '!•.*..- m? laiaa aMI ba***Xaa
••--:<•. at" Ifl MkMMilJ ~_. v_>n ttf »» ttiu^^- ItfaVMal
afe&Xooi «r>v ««i{Mi«^A »w»a Ami a*aa
bir« gglaya 10 aooox arf* fi—imi VI ?a#qajCD
if9S» aijf*iw riqazpaxaq ooaa awaaX ~© a«*aa£fcoaa no fcaaooox
•rf? •aAaila'flfla. yuMal^g a>Jt o.i aa baaoa aaw aa#JL avafl
.. fv. ; -. -,.> 3*4fcl Hfl hfttAvtti MW - ' rf«ia H - - uo
bfuU fa* toaaaa »ftJ lio cK/i^iaoaao a baauXoai o*Xs
ablf*i»» tfasa o* aavlp apataftf
-ma* Xa*cd lo aol*xoaoi« sarfw aaaianaaai 4<yuO
Xaa*s*% 10 a*»fl *a>4a?*a iiw asazavoo ooXfaaXa ana n$iaq
aa?a Xaianap mHS oSnl XXa* noi^zoqozq JsaV boa ftawe«fflla«tf
art* 20 aoD nx baboo aaw fl^BYpavaq rfoa£ s*a*q*a*aJ -to
•avion *rfpia**a ,baooiojCoact Xaxooai saaliopa^ao palooXXoi
an** So aoJfc^oaslb urfT .Yoooovba 10 euUv ,f*Gi3a*azq?*:i
"*aiaq Xaublvlbol aifJ to iwoaoa oft* no bobaaiyb oo*i ail^as-
ooXa a*aw anas.' i&* btm aXal?o$lbl .aif^iip
•boa\;Xaaa
laiaw ba.$aa? aaaaaBfoanpf arfT
na* it aXqaaa off* worfa III* nci.^fu»,5K.'^ (X)
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prestige newspapers furnish measurable differences among
themselves in the length and number of items and degree of
coverage of issues and developments.
"
It would appear from an examination of the figures
presented in Tables I, II, III. and IV that the readers of
each paper received a continuing and accurate account of
campaign and election events and issues. However, a
descriptive analysis of the content of the news items
revealed this was not the case. Only the readers of the
JtaK XQE& Xiffisa* Washington Post and i&& Angelas Xio&a were
provided with comprehensive, accurate coverage of issues
and main developments. These papers stood one. two and
three in all volume and comprehensiveness categories. The
issues and developments were "explained" instead of
"mentioned" in these three papers.
This was the most significant difference between
these three papers and the remaining papers on the list.
Most of the papers in the remaining group of seven
mentioned a majority of the election issues and developments
at least once. Several papers mentioned them on more than
one occasion. However, the brevity of the news items in
which the issues and events were mentioned often precluded
description and interpretation.
On many occasions an issue and development was
mentioned and not related to the principal candidates. The
significance of these issues and events was rarely
|M0 e*r-ii 'iWipKHVog aa/taaanHi
MMBll Mil *-. ;
i rivta* I ( ; nX am.
mk bo* *m»mA fcc i
aeo a baft/les
a»m
baa aws ,*so b»o*a aaaajHE »tt«ifr ,t ^ntffjqoUvef almm be*
1 ioua»ilaii 8is9c,evief2aM(Mtaatoo boa aavXov
o ftoataaJt w &arftxaiqx9" •?** a*na«qol»Vfc
.avwfa* a«*a*i# aajaafr «i "fee*
§?&q»3 faJUt£aa»7 a*f# tea *?*9aq •covf*
o*jgtf bjp nMf.t b—oUoaat aiaajag lax
a*9»*l aaaai t <md mit-
aa^aaaftMRBai ac^Hk© - baaaaJfesaMMa aNMv ifuvi i
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explained.
In addition* wide gaps in coverage existed in many
of these seven papers. Several papers which had neglected
the campaign in May attempted to bring their readers up to
date by printing election summaries before the first
ballot. Qualitative analyses of these particular items
revealed that often they excluded a description of the
issue itself and the positions of the major candidates.
Many of these items contained erroneous information,
••cause the coverage of these seven papers was often charac-
terized by sporadic* overly-brief* incomplete news items it
is doubtful if the readers were provided with a basic
understanding of candidates and issues.
There were* however* significant differences in the
amount and type of coverage by these seven papers. Though
it placed near the bottom of the list in total volume*
coverage by the ghxJLatiin Soignee MQnJtqjC was generally
superior to the other papers among the remaining seven.
Those issues and developments which were covered were given
detailed explanations* On several occasions the christian
leiftnea Mpnitor presented information that was not avail-
able in any of the other papers.
Coverage by the c^ii^ayo Tribune was excellent on
some issues and events and non-existent on others. Both
the Christian Science, aonitor and the Chicago Tribune
carried articles by their foreign correspondents in Paris.
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Yet. important events were often completely ignored.
When stories provided by the Mew York Tiroes Hews
Service and Washington Post* Los Angeles Times Hews Service
were used in the &&• Juftuia PMfc»Di«piteh and LQuJavills
Courier-Journal coverage was thorough and extensive. How-
ever* these articles were used infrequently. Large gaps in
coverage existed in both of these papers*
The Miiwapiym Journal placed near the middle of the
list in total volume. It also mentioned all of the key
issues and all but four of the main developments. Only a
few of the articles in the Milwaukee Journal were more than
two paragraphs long. A majority of the issues and events
were mentioned in short one paragraph factual summaries.
Descriptions of the issues and the candidates' progress
were often not included*
Information presented by the Atlanta Constitution
and we,n &££&*£, Journal was generally inadequate in all
areas of volume and comprehensiveness. It appeared as if
the Hall fftreat; Journal did not even attempt to cover the
election. Only 16 articles were included in the entire
eight week period.
(2) "All of the papers will be found to focus on
the candidates and their progress rather than on the issues
and developments.
*
Figures in Table VI showed that the total number of
items and paragraphs for candidates and their progress was
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more than double the number of issue items and paragraphs*
The closest balance between candidate and issue items was
found in the 8&l xsuzk xiiaaa.. Waahinqton Ssmt. and Lea
^MBll^T XiJOoa* where a three to two proportion existed
between candidate and issue items. Candidate items out-
numbered issue items by more than two to one in the
&l. lquIm. £aa£rPiattatch. ChziatlaR &gjftnRift Monitor* nauiar
villa Courier-Journal and Atlanta Conatitutionr and by more
than three to one in the CtU.fiago Trlhuna* Milwautea i7QUfna1
and wa^ street Journal. Information presented in
cnapter XV* as well as that included in Chapter III* showed
that coverage given the candidates and the issues was often
inadequate and meaningless* The U&kL )L3X)& TjLmsja* w»»iiingt:on
£oat and Laa Auge lea Tjuoaa provided full and adequate
information on all of the issues and candidates* The
remaining seven papers did not* An accurate explanation of
the candidates' progress necessitated covering the 20 main
developments* Those papers which neglected to report the
main developments did not present complete information on
the candidates' progress* A similar analogy can be drawn
for the coverage of the seven key election issues*
As in the case of the first hypothesis* significant
differences existed among the remaining seven newspapers*
The Christian Scianga Monitor presented the most complete
accounts on both the candidates' progress and the issues*
The &jt* J&ui& goatrfrisaatch* itUwaufraa Journal* Louisvilia
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rOQUCnal and Chicago Tribune occupied the middle
positions. Sews included in the Atlanta Constitution and
MAP , St^pat jroprtuil was the most incomplete, -ach of the
papers in this group of seven explained some of the posi-
tions taken by the candidates on some of the issues. None
of them detailed the positions of the two major candidates
on all of the issues.
Table VIZ showed that candidate coverage was about
equally divided between the two major candidates. Georges
Pompidou received a slightly larger total number of items*
Four of the ten papers, the friilWflUivttS Journal . MflsjUflgfcflP
SsmL* Chicago T.SJLfeunfi and j^aa ftngales TMma.. included more
items which were primarily concerned with Alain Fohar. The
SsM. X3X& TiiQftft had the closest balance between the two
principal candidates. The CftCiatifln SfiJLftQfifl hOtUtUI
devoted the same number of items to one or more of the five
lesser candidates as it did to Pompidou and Poher.
(3) "Examination will indicate that coverage,
although centered on candidates, will be concerned primarily
with straight news or interpretative accounts of events and
not exhibit statements of advocacy toward candidates or
issues.
The discussion of this hypothesis in Chapter V
revealed that a majority of the news items in all of the
papers except the Milveukft^ Journal were interpretative in
nature. Over one-third of the interpretative items were
di be..14^0-00 JMHEtiSGI £L9ft&UD &
*f£^ 4© sir?*;-, ,*./&X«fiOL
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coded as value stories and articles* Five of the ten papers
relied upon articles from their foreign correspondents in
France* A majority of these articles were explicatory
observations* These correspondents* familiar with French
political customs and voting traditions* accurately
explained the significance of the campaign and election
issues and developments* They clearly portrayed the subtle
nuances in French political maneuvering* Instead of merely
presenting the bare facts these correspondents provided an
insight into the campaign and election* They were best
able to describe the meaning and importance of the election
—for the French and the United States*
The proportion of factual and interpretative
coverage was similar for all of the papers except the
ttUWaUtea JQUgftfU. The frUittsuftau Journal was the only
paper to include a larger total number of factual news
items and paragraphs*
A descriptive analysis of item content in Chapter V
showed that often the most complete and accurate news item
contained interpretative commentary* In many cases a
straight news item, though factually correct* was meaning-
less without accompanying definition and explanation*
Tables VIII and XX showed that the major emphasis
of the news items was on straight news and interpretation
and not advocacy statements. Hone of the news items openly
stated or implied advocacy toward any candidate or issue*
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Advocacy statements predominated in two editorials
and one editorial column* The majority of the editorials
were definitive analyses which contained value statements.
They were concerned with the resignation of de Gaulle* the
first ballot and the final Pompidou victory.
The papers used in this study have been chosen by
the nation's editors and publishers as the top ten quality
newspapers. These papers have been accorded this honor in
several surveys during the past ten years. Guido Stempel
has said that* "These newspapers are the opinion leaders of
the newspaper industry. Their performance is something of
a guage of the performance of the press as a whole because
2
they represent the best in American journalism.
Frank Luther Mott and Warren Breed contend that the
majority of the nation's dailies are "standardized. "The
smaller papers are influenced by the larger papers. M The
papers in this project would certainly be among those large
papers which influence the smaller ones.
Results in numerous studies conducted by these
experts in the field of communication research indicate
that the prestige newspapers have the ability and the
responsibility to inform their readers about international
events.
















the public's only source of enlightenment in international
4
affairs** It is clear that the prestige press* as
"representatives of the best in American journalism* "
should have provided accurate and comprehensive coverage of
the 1969 French presidential campaign and election.
The results in this study indicate that only three
of the sample papers accepted the responsibility to provide
comprehensive, factual and interpretative coverage of the
election. The remaining seven papers gave their readers
too little information about the issues and events of the
election.
The readers of the Half Xoxfc Tinea received complete
and accurate coverage of the campaign and election. Events
and issues were not merely mentioned* they were explained.
These explanations sought to provide the reader with an
understanding of the total election picture. Stories
contributed by the HsJd ttbrfc TJaoS. correspondents in Franca
were not sterile presentations of facts and figures. These
stories included interpretative analyses on the importance
of the facts as they related to election issues and develop-
ments.
Stories which detailed the progress of the candi-
dates also explained their involvement with specific issues
and events. Articles which simply listed percentage changes
in voter strength were meaningless without an accompanying
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Sal*. XOCfc Tima described the changes in voter strength in
relation to the candidates' campaign strategies and their
pronouncements on the issues. Detailed explanations were
presented on the positions of the two major candidates on
all of the issues*
A conscious effort was made to consolidate the news
on the issues and the candidates and present it in a
meaningful, informative manner. Articles were not only
informative, they were interesting and entertaining.
Stories often included witty descriptions of the candidates
and the voters.
Mo attempt was made in this study to establish an
optimum proportion of candidate to issue stories. But the
flaw XorJk limsa accurately and comprehensively reported all
facets of the campaign and election with a three to two
relationship between candidate and issue news items. The
Ziffi&s election coverage provided readers with a better
understanding of the French people as well as the signifi-
cance of the election for France and the United States.
Members of government and industry in the Washing-
ton, D. C, Virginia, Maryland area who read the Maafti"g»QW
£fiftt also received extensive coverage of the campaign and
election. Reporting by correspondents in Paris was
continual and consistent. Issues and events were thoroughly
explained in a discerning, readable manner. Coverage
included interpretative analyses of all the issues and the
i*»i£* ta* aai ->»-'* .jM w.. •-. ,-v ... ,-r -
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candidate*' positions on than.
Stories in the waaHinqtft" fcosjt explained the
meaning of the election and speculated upon the direction
of future franco-American policies* The relevance of the
issues and the views of the candidates were expressed in a
way that readers could understand the reasons for existing
French attitudes and voting patterns. Though coverage in
the w*«fti ngfrr>n Poftt was highly interpretative it did not
give preferential treatment to any particular candidate or
issue. EOAt reporting included liberal use of quotes from
candidates* speeches and explanations of their changing
positions on the issues as the campaign progressed. The
readers of the w^fMfflgt**" £pj&£ were exposed to the same
informative and interesting reporting as the readers of the
ASM XcsrJt tiffiSJL.
Residents of California who read the Las. *"?****
TJubsjl also received continuous and effective coverage of
the campaign and election. Stories in the Loa A&Sftlaa
TjjBftfl. were similar to those in the SsOA XQX& TJL&aa and
Washington JEoat. The Lea Aamla* timea accurately described
all of the issues and explained the changing positions of
the candidates. Stories included quotes from speeches and
amusing interpretations of the candidates and their cam-
paign techniques. Prominent issues and events were
explained in relation to the total election picture.
A faithful reader of the Christian Scianca
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received an incomplete and often misleading picture of the
campaign and election. Coverage* however* was by no means
totally inadequate. Several issues were very thoroughly
explained. Interpretative reporting by the Chr^etian
Science Monitor' « foreign correspondents was often superior
to the reporting in the Hew York Xim&a* waahingtQ^ 2oat and
If«ft Aqq&Isjl XiffifiA. Yet there were a number of important
events and issues which were completely ignored. Occasion-
ally the Monitor reported an insignificant occurrence in the
sans manner it reported an important issue.
The Ch.Elati.ftn Sciaocua Monitor got off on the wrong
foot by failing to understand the significance of the
election, and the candidates who were attesting to become
de Gaulle's successor. Monitor readers must have assumed
that the 1969 election was merely a replay of the one held
four years before* because that is the way it was reported*
At least a dozen stories were devoted to a description of
the possibility of a leftist coalition* which was never
seriously considered by any candidate or party. These
stories neglected a description of the key issues and the
position of the two major candidates. As far as the
Christian S&JAfiSA Monitor was concerned* the Poher candi-
dacy "happened" because the parties of the left could not
agree on a temporary political alliance.
A reader of the Christian &sian&& Monitor received
the impression that the "other" candidates should have
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united behind a single non-Gaul list candidate who could
have given Pompidou a real run for his money. Since they
did not there was no way to prevent a landslide victory by
the Gaul list* Poher was never considered a serious chal-
lenger for the presidency. This kind of thinking colored
the Httnifnr'" explanation of the issues and developments.
Readers of the fi£. Loula Poet-Dispatch and l&iisr
ville CPiUing-JQltfnal received election coverage in a
rather haphazard fashion. There were often large gaps in
election reporting. Periods as long as two weeks passed
without a single mention of the campaign and election.
There was no news on many of the significant developments.
Issues were usually mentioned and not discussed. Only
rarely were the views of the candidates and a description
of the issues included in the same article.
The most comprehensive and accurate articles which
appeared in these papers were those received from the Mew
York Times Mews Service and the Washington Post* Los
Angeles Times Hews Service. A reader who happened to read
either paper on the day one of these articles was included
would have received complete information on at least one
main development or key issue*
However* these articles appeared too infrequently
to provide the readers even a basic understanding of the
relationship between the candidates and the issues. It is
conceivable that these articles might have confused readers
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who received detailed information on a candidate's position
on a particular issue which had not previously been
explained, or even mentioned*
Coverage by these papers was complete on some
issues and events and non-existent on others. A reader
might have understood the importance of the campaign and
election if he was able to piece together all of the frag-
ments of information that were presented during the entire
eight-week period.
The M^iw»uk<M» Journal mentioned all of the issues
sad all but four of the main developments. Most of the
issues and developments were only mentioned and not
explained. Short, one paragraph summaries attempted to
describe the issues and positions of the candidates. They
were incomplete and occasionally inaccurate. No attempt
was made to coherently explain the relationship between the
candidates and the issues. It was up to the reader to
match the right issue with the right candidate.
These capsule summaries were included in the "Mews
In Brief" section in the Journal . Readers who habitually
read this particular section would have known that President
de Qaulle had resigned and the country was engaged in an
election to choose his successor. Those who skipped this
section probably were not aware that an election was taking
place.
Coverage in the phA°*gQ fritmn« was inadequate even
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though it included articles from a correspondent in Paris.
'She Stifeung did not rely exclusively on their French
correspondent for election coverage. Those stories from
Paris which were included were not as incisive or as
interesting as those which appeared in the HfiX York £im&&*
Washington £fii& and urn. Angelas xiiaaa-
All of the issues were given superficial coverage*
Most of them were only mentioned in one article* The views
of the candidates were never explained* Triton* readers
were exposed to far less information about the campaign and
election than the other newspapers which included material
from their foreign correspondents*
Coverage in the Atlanta Constitution was inadequate
in all respects* Readers were given no news on most of the
issues and developments* Only six articles were included
in the entire month of May* Stories in the Atlanta
confltitution did not consistently and accurately present the
facts of the campaign and election* No attempt was made to
explain the relationship between the issues and the candi-
dates*
Readers of the Atlanta Cojffltitutipn probably gained
the impression that the 1969 French presidential election
involved a collection of candidates with unpronounceable
names who were remotely connected with a group of hazy*
inconsequential issues*
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It is doubtful if the readers of the w
,
a,H atrnat
^Quyn^i would have known that a French presidential elec-
tion was taking place* The volume totals for the Well,
£treat Journal were less than half the totals for the
Atlanta Constitution* £ majority of the issues and events
and the candidates' opinions were completely ignored.
Infrequent one paragraph summaries typified the paper's
election coverage* A reader who depended on the Wai}
straet Journal for information on important international
events would not have understood the meaning of the issues*
the views of the candidates or the significance of the
election itself*
Edward F. Williams has expressed the following
opinion on the importance of international news flow in the
preas
i
"If people and nations are to understand each other
*
they must know about each other* Moreover* their news of
each other must be continual and consistent* M
If this is the case* then a majority of the ten
prestige papers did not provide their readers with "contin-
ual and consistent" information on the campaign and
election* and did not provide a better understanding of the
French people*
JtaUflUUtY
A reliability test was conducted with an independent
coder to determine the extent of agreement with the author*
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The teat was adapted from the "equivalent forma method"
described by Guido H. Stempel III. The test involved a
measurement of "identical frequency tabulations" of the
material examined by the coders.
The independent coder was instructed on the proce-
dures used in this study and given 20 typical news items to
code* These items were drawn at random from the total
number of news items in all newspapers. The extent to
which independent coding of these items agreed with the
original coding was 86 per cent.
fttiona teg further fteieaxeh
future research might assume the form of a compari-
son of coverage of a significant international event by two
sets of newspapers. It is suggested that the volume and
scope of coverage by a random sample of United States news-
papers be compared to that of the prestige papers. Tech-
niques and procedures used here could be utilised in such a
project. Analysis would include a comparison of the amount
and type of coverage, and editorial comment by the two sets
of newspapers.
Such a comparison would indicate the kind of
reporting available to a reader of an "average newspaper"
and a "prestige newspaper.
"
In compiling the list of key issues and main
developments for this study it appeared that coverage by
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the English-language fofrarpaUonfli Ba&OA Trjbyffll was
almost as extensive as the reporting in £a ttQ&dfi* Both
newspapers are published in Paris and presumably appeal to
different reading publics. A fruitful study could be
undertaken on the coverage by these two papers on a series
of important international events* A content analysis
could be conducted along the lines of the present study.
mi
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